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Evidence of physical decline due in part to the rapid encroachment of commercial and industrial activity into some
of Portland's residential areas in the mid-1960s and efforts to combat the forces of time and change through neighborhood revitalization provide the basis for this study. Additionally, some of the characteristics often employed in explaining the phenomenon in cities are manifested in the city of Portland. For example, Portland is endowed with a distinctive and well established downtown area that provides opportunities for the establishment of businesses as well as white-collar job opportunities. By the standards of the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Portland has a relatively large population and several older neighborhoods. The city provides its residents the feel for inner-city living, such as its beautiful waterfront scenery, its high-rise and park block apartments, its cultural facilities and unique transit mall. These criteria underscore the selection of Portland as the geographical area of this research.

The purpose of this research itself is to assess the urban structural changes that occurred in Portland between 1970 and 1980. The research used a sample of inner-city neighborhoods from the city to explain these structural changes over time. Additionally, two samples of neighborhoods (Northeast and Southeast) within the city were selected as the basis for comparing the structural changes.

The data developed from the 1970 and 1980 census of population and housing characteristics comprised the change in the median household income ratio, the change in the home
value ratio, and the change in the median rent ratio designated as dependent variables. Nine independent variables representing the pre-existing conditions in the city at the start of the decade were selected from locational, demographic, and housing factors.

The research hypotheses were tested by regressing the three dependent variables against the nine independent variables resulting in three regression models for each sample. The \textit{a priori} expectations as reflected by the signs of the coefficients show mixed support for the hypotheses in each sample in predicted direction, and in level of significance.

In the city sample the neighborhood housing quality factor was observed to have a strong positive causal relationship with neighborhood revitalization. The outcome confirmed the contention that a significant and systematic reverse revival trend occurred in Portland at the start of the 1970 decade. This finding contradicts the conventional invasion-succession theory associated with Burgess (1925).

Similar reverse revival trends were observed in the Northeast and Southeast samples. But unlike the city sample the race factor had a strong positive causal relationship with revitalization. The outcome may be a reflection of the rental squeeze in terms of housing affordability faced by black renters in both subareas because their incomes could not keep pace with housing costs. Consequently their demand
for rental housing may have grown faster than the supply of the rental housing stock in a segregated rental market.

The chow tests show significant structural differences between the two submodels, but the impact of the race factor as reflected by the measures of relative variability was greater in Northeast Portland than in Southeast Portland.

In light of the research findings, this study concludes that Portland may undoubtedly be the only city in the nation that experienced a significant and systematic revival trend between 1970 and 1980. However, this trend did not extend to the predominantly black areas of the city as reflected by the strong negative outcome of the race factor. In addition, the functional significance of the systematic revival trend in Portland may not be substantial when compared to larger and older cities like St. Louis and New Orleans that received media attention for a similar trend.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this research is to assess why some inner-city neighborhoods undergo certain structural changes over a certain period of time while others do not, as well as to determine the factors predicting such structural changes.

The research used a sample of inner-city neighborhoods from the city of Portland to estimate existing conditions in the 1970-1980 decade that have enhanced the process of neighborhood revitalization. Additionally, the study selected two inner-city neighborhoods (Northeast and Southeast) as a basis for comparing the structural changes that occurred during the decade.

In this research the unit of analysis is the census tract defined as a small geographic unit or neighborhood with a population within the range of 2,500-8,000 (Lee, 1985).

Inner-city neighborhood decline, especially in some older American cities, became a matter of great concern to policy-makers as well as to planners. This concern led to some major policy decisions in terms of what needed to be done in order to combat the forces of time and change in the
inner-city neighborhoods in central cities affected. The solution to this problem, as some decision makers came to realize, depends upon neighborhood revitalization, a concept which has always been surrounded with controversy because of its negative side effects.

Neighborhood revitalization cannot be divorced from housing policy decisions, which in turn can be seen within the context of community development policy whereby a geographical or political entity strives to improve the quality of its physical environment as well as its social and economic life (Hays, 1985).

Efforts to combat the forces of time and change received a wake-up call from a series of congressional legislatures with a commitment to provide "a decent home and a healthy living environment for every American family." Thus this introductory chapter provides elaborate but by no means exhaustive housing policy decisions undertaken by officials at various levels of government in order to provide the reader with a historical sequence of these congressional decisions that have influenced neighborhood revitalization activity in many American cities such as Portland.

Initial neighborhood revival programs directed mainly towards residential housing activity in the inner-city areas of the older cities in the 1950s intensified in the 1960s (Sumka, 1979).
By the 1970s housing activity undertaken to revitalize the core areas of the cities so as to attract the middle- and upper-income residents who were believed to have fled into the suburbs was given a wide range of terms. Some of the terms used to describe housing activity aimed at attracting middle- and upper-income residents included revitalization, gentrification, incumbent upgrading, private market residential rehabilitation and investment, and "back-to-the-city-movement" (Laska and Spain, 1979).

The term "revitalization" used in this study is implicit with the notion of residential housing activity as it relates to the socioeconomic characteristics of the residents as well as the characteristics of the housing units.

Since the post-World War II era the problem that presented the greatest challenge to urban policy-makers has been the social, economic and physical decline of many inner-city neighborhoods in American cities. Sumka (1979) suggested some reasons that may have contributed to the decline during this period. First, large numbers of middle- and upper-income residents selected to reside in the suburbs because such areas offered low cost of land for the construction of fashionable homes, as well as reasonable mortgage terms offered by the Federal Housing Administration and Veterans Administration for newly constructed homes. Second, transportation development in the United States, culminating in the construction of freeways through and
around cities under the National Defense Highway Act of 1954, enhanced intra-metropolitan commuting. Third, restrictive zoning and building codes, and to a certain extent outright discrimination, limited suburban migration to special and more homogeneous groups of people. These factors did not only exacerbate the political rift between central cities and their suburbs, but also widened the fiscal gap between them through the loss of the cities' tax clientele to the suburbs (Sumka, 1979).

Faced with the problem of urban blight, policy-makers decided to counter disinvestment and the flight to the suburbs by initiating programs to revitalize the declining urban neighborhoods. But by and large, urban housing programs have revolved around the debate over the shape and direction of community growth and development. The issues in this debate are whether the government should be involved and how the involvement of the public should be structured and carried out (Hays, 1985).

It is amid this debate that federal, state, and local government officials acknowledged that their combined efforts and even those of the private sector are deemed necessary to initiate inner-city reinvestments in the area of housing. The initiatives undertaken by the three levels of government, working in conjunction with the private sector in some instances, are considered pertinent in providing a historical background to the problem of neighborhood
decline in some American cities, as well as how these efforts are relevant to the issue of neighborhood revitalization. Such efforts are now discussed in a chronological sequence.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EFFORTS

The Great Depression marked a turning point for housing policy in the United States. There was a widespread loss of jobs and incomes that led to an unprecedented rate of foreclosures and tenant evictions. This in turn led to a downward trend in economic growth because of the decline in housing construction resulting in high unemployment rates in the building industry. Both policy-makers and planners reached the consensus that a constructive and positive action was required to wrestle with the crisis that engulfed the country. The need to do something enabled the federal government to embark on housing activity programs for the improvement of the physical environment, which programs under normal circumstances would have been met with some resistance. The Federal Housing Administration and the public housing program were an offshoot of federal government interventions to stave off rapid neighborhood decline (Hays, 1985).
Federal Housing Administration

The National Housing Act of 1934 was one of the most important pieces of congressional housing legislation in the history of the United States. The Act represented the response of the Roosevelt Administration and Congress to the structural as well as the institutional deficiencies in the housing market with reference to the mortgage market. The Act created the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) to provide government insurance for mortgages offered by private lenders in order to encourage private investment in housing by offering affordable loan terms for borrowers (Jacobs et al., 1986). For example, by introducing long-term, low downpayments, fully amortized mortgage payments to replace the short-term, high downpayments (balloon payments), the FHA enhanced the effective demand by increasing the numbers of residents who could afford to buy a home (Weicher, 1980).

It should be noted, however, that the mortgage insurance loans offered by the FHA never addressed the problems faced by those who could not afford to buy homes. The FHA in one way or the other was considered a very conservative program because of its parochialism in its dealings with the public. From its inception onwards the FHA gradually became identified with the industry it purported to serve. FHA-insured mortgage loans were handled by private financial institutions whose underwriting practices clearly reflected
FHA lending practices. In essence, FHA policies of discrimi-
nation against minority black residents and against inner-
city neighborhoods in central cities became a reflection of
private business practices which made the FHA unpopular
(Hays, 1985).

As housing activity assumed the peacetime posture, in
1947 the National Housing Agency was replaced by the Housing
and Home Finance Agency (HHFA), which remained the major
federal housing agency until the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) was created in 1965. The
agencies that constituted the HHFA included the Home Loan
Bank Board (HLBB), the FHA, and the Public Housing Adminis-
tration (PHA). The HLBB was later renamed as the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) and became an independent
agency in 1955 (Jacobs et al., 1986).

These agencies were established to coordinate the
nation's housing finance and construction system to allevi-
ate the burden on homeowners of high mortgage payments which
have led to a high rate of mortgage foreclosures. But
instead, the agencies progressively reinforced the discrimi-
natory lending practices of the private financial institu-
tions which have led to both a disinvestment from and a
reinvestment in other neighborhoods within the same city.
The salient idea behind the policies of these federal agen-
cies was to enhance the profit motive of the private housing
market sector and that of the entire business community (Hartman, 1983).

The disinvestment, on one hand, was done through the undercutting of maintenance expenditure, redlining, tax delinquency, abandonment, and in some cases, by withdrawing or withholding public services and thereby exacerbating the problem of neighborhood decline and decay in certain areas. On the other hand, real estate owners and lenders reinvest capital and credit in the speculative purchase as well as the refinancing of housing units in rising and stable neighborhoods through blockbusting. That is, they buy the housing units at cheap rates and sell them at high costs, while at the same time mortgage lenders convert their old mortgage loans into more profitable investment in the neighborhood. Those residents who can no longer afford the expensive rents or make their mortgage payments are either gentrified or are faced with home foreclosures (Mercuse, 1981).

The passing of the Housing Act of 1949, which reaffirmed the commitment of the federal government to provide a "decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family," can be described as the beginning of the modern era of federal housing and development programs (Jacobs et al., 1986).

A very important aspect of this Act was the creation of the urban renewal program (to be discussed in the
appropriate section of this discussion). In the next three decades that program changed the face of several American cities but created more controversy than any other piece of congressional legislation in the history of the federal housing and community development program (HUD, 1974).

The early 1950s saw the first major FHA housing scandals. For example, the Section 608 Multifamily Program established for war veterans' housing needs was extremely sympathetic to some builders as regards the terms of its mortgage loans (HUD, 1974). The FHA was also criticized for its practices of blockbusting, discrimination in the sale and rental of housing, and redlining. These practices have not only desegregated the neighborhoods but have created a vicious circle of poverty in neighborhoods that have predominantly minority residents. Such neighborhoods are likely to experience a rapid decline, thus providing a justification for neighborhood revitalization (HUD, 1977).

The criticism of the FHA and several other urban redevelopment programs led to the establishment of the President's Advisory Committee on government housing policies and programs in 1953. The committee's report recommended, among other things, federal aid to communities to combat the spread of slums, FHA financing for the construction of new housing units and the rehabilitation of rundown units in older neighborhoods, the restructuring of the FHA home mortgage program to meet the needs of low-income families, the
provision of housing assistance for minority family groups, enhancing the continuation of the public housing program, and establishment of a private secondary market facility (Jacobs et al., 1986).

The report of the President's Advisory Committee resulted in the passage of the Housing Act of 1954. The Act was established to retain the basic structure of the housing and develop programs for the next 20 years and to modify and expand such programs to meet the needs of the post-war era in housing. The Act restructured the FHA mortgage insurance programs and established specific measures to prevent FHA program mismanagement. It also amended the 1949 urban renewal program.

Urban Renewal Program

The urban renewal program began in 1949 as the Urban Redevelopment Program but was later changed to Urban Renewal by the Housing Act of 1954. In addition to support for slum clearance and redevelopment, the program required communities to be provided with federal assistance to prevent the rapid spread of slums and blight through neighborhood revitalization. For a state or local government entity to receive continued federal assistance, it had to provide a workable program for eliminating and preventing the spread of slums and blight in central city neighborhoods.
The urban renewal program was initiated to deal with such housing-related problems as the high cost of housing production, which can be reduced through eminent domain by local government agencies; the deterioration of housing, particularly of lower priced stock; the decline of public services and facilities; the abandonment of sound units; and an insufficient stock of public and private housing by encouraging new construction and rehabilitation (Wexler et al., 1975).

The Act also addressed the difficulty of initiating housing construction on a site that has been cleared. In order to qualify under the program, a redevelopment site had to either be predominantly residential before clearance or be redeveloped for entirely residential purposes after clearance. Included in the Act of 1954 was a new mortgage insurance--the Section 220 Program--to generate housing credit and production in renewal neighborhoods. This program was criticized because it produced housing for high-income families and not for those displaced from the neighborhood. It was not the kind of program intended for low-income or displaced families, but rather provided housing needed in the community and housing that added to the city's tax base (Weicher, 1980).

The program was beset by a controversy centered around its methods and objectives, and it was slow in accomplishing its objectives for a number of reasons. First, it is a
federally sponsored program that requires dealing with an intricate process of red tape. Second, even though the federal government pays the cost of clearing the area in which a planned renewal project is to be located, it is not easy to find a developer to buy such land. Third, there is the racial problem. Blighted areas are more often than not inhabited by blacks. It is believed that socio-political problems involved in relocating blacks are sometimes considered quite formidable and obstruct the renewal process (Wilson, 1963). The fourth reason is the growing resentment of neighborhoods to clearance and urban renewal.

Advocates of the program, especially liberals, regarded the process of urban renewal as a major redevelopment effort. By the same token, they began to express doubts about the program, especially in cases of massive clearance by bulldozers like the total elimination of the Italian West End Neighborhood of Boston (Wilson, 1963). Numerous charges, such as the one by the black community that slum clearance was just another name for "Negro Clearance," were brought to bear upon liberals (Wilson, 1963). The program was later suspended during the Nixon years.

In the remaining years of the 1950s the housing and development programs in the country were expanded to serve a considerable number of special interest groups. For example, the Housing Act of 1959 gave a major boost to housing for the elderly by creating Section 231 to provide FHA
mortgage insurance for rental housing units for the elderly, and Section 202 provided 3% loans for housing developed by private nonprofit organizations (HUD, 1977).

Housing Programs of the 1960s

The federal government involvement in housing and community development saw a rapid increase in the 1960s. During the Kennedy years Congress passed the Housing Act of 1961. The new Act restructured the urban renewal program by increasing the share of program costs for the federal government for smaller cities and expanded the FHA Section 221 program to include all low- and moderate-income residents. The 1961 Act also established the first subsidy program for public housing officials that did not cover operating costs with rent payments (Hays, 1985).

The Johnson years witnessed the creation in 1964 of the Section 312 housing rehabilitation loan program, which provided a 3% financing for the rehabilitation of housing units in urban renewal areas and the expansion of the rural housing programs; the establishment of HUD in 1965; and the passage of the landmark housing bill in 1968.

The Housing Act of 1965 established HUD in order to address the problem of rapid urbanization and increasing importance of housing and community development programs. The new Act transferred the functions of the HHFA, the FHA, and the PHA to HUD. The Act stipulated that one of the
assistant HUD secretaries was to be designated the Federal Housing Commissioner, but his duties and powers were to be determined by the Secretary of HUD (HUD, 1974). In essence, the housing needs of lower income households addressed through a variety of direct federal spending programs were all brought under one agency: HUD (U.S. Office of Research and Development, 1988). The Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA), which was originally a corporate entity, was also transferred to HUD.

The Housing Act of 1965 enacted two additional programs—the Supplemental program and the Section 23 program—to provide housing for families eligible for regular public housing by utilizing privately owned housing. Under the Supplemental program the federal government provided a portion of the rent of low-income groups in privately owned housing built with FHA mortgage insurance assistance. Under the Section 23 program local housing authorities are authorized to lease privately owned housing units and make them available to low-income groups eligible for regular public housing (HUD, 1974).

The following year saw the passage of the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966. This Act created the "Model Cities" program through which federal grants as well as technical assistance were made available to city demonstration agencies. This would enable such agencies to plan, develop and conduct comprehensive
demonstration programs to restore or rebuild entire sections or neighborhoods within their communities, increase their housing supply for low- and moderate-income groups, and provide education and social services vital to the health and welfare of the people (HUD, 1974).

The most important congressional housing legislation during the 1960s was the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. The Act modified and expanded several housing programs. For example, in order to create new homeownership and rental programs, the Act relied on interest-subsidy payments. With regard to mortgage finance and providing more housing units for the poor, the Act created the Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA) to supplement the functions of the FNMA. The Act also added Section 235, which offered a federal subsidy of mortgage payments to moderate-income households who wished to purchase their own dwelling units (Hays, 1985).

Under the Act of 1968 Congress set a 10-year time frame for the construction and rehabilitation of 26 million housing units, 6 million of which were for low- and moderate-income groups (HUD, 1974). Programs to make this production schedule tenable as well as conferring special benefits such as deeper subsidy assistance for homeownership and rental housing on low-income residents of rural areas and declining inner-city neighborhoods and on low-income families were enacted (HUD, 1974).
But by the same token the late 1960s also saw several of these programs experiencing financial problems as a result of poor management and tenant vandalism. Although Congress funded more housing units, they were, however, reluctant to address the problem of operating subsidies. When housing authorities decided to address this issue by increasing tenants' rents, a civil unrest culminating in rent strikes broke out in some cities such as Newark and St. Louis. Congress in 1969 responded to the situation by instituting the Brooke Amendment, which required a tenant to pay no more than 25% of his income in public housing rent (Mandelker, 1973).

Housing Programs in the 1970s

The decade began with the passage in 1970 of the Emergency Home Finance Act, which authorized the FNMA to buy conventional mortgages. The Act also created the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC). By 1972 the federal government had provided housing assistance to an additional 1.6 million low- and moderate-income residents. Additionally, high-risk mortgages on more than 150,000 inner-city neighborhood housing units were underwritten by the federal government (Weicher, 1980).

However, when one considers the high proportion of housing consumers—renters as well as owners—that spent higher proportions of their incomes to stave off mortgage
foreclosures or evictions, one would conclude that these actions were tokenistic. For example, it is estimated that in 1972 more than 53% of all renters that comprised a little over one-third of the households nationwide spent 25% or more of their income on housing; a little over one-third (34%) spent 35% or more. Comparatively, in 1970 only two-fifths of the renter households spent 25% or more of their income on housing, and only one-fourth spent 35% or more (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1982). At the same time, the displacement of residents from their homes and neighborhoods was also occurring at an ever increasing rate (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1982).

The decade also showed a considerable reduction in other housing indices centered around inadequate sanitary facilities, overcrowdedness, conversion of apartments to condominiums, high costs, structural dilapidation, lack of equity, and abandonment of housing units in some inner-city neighborhoods of central cities put a squeeze on housing consumers. These factors highlighted two major problems that have been strongly criticized. They are the continuous gap between the living conditions of the nation's rich and poor residents and the nation's ability to provide decent and affordable housing for its people (Hays, 1985).

As a result of this criticism, in January 1973 the Nixon Administration imposed a moratorium on all subsidized housing programs. The Administration later set up the
National Housing Policy Review (NHPR) to evaluate the programs and make recommendations (Weicher, 1980).

The recommendations of the NHPR brought about the enactment of the 1974 Housing and Community Development Act (HCDA). The Act consolidated all previous programs. It also created the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program, the Comprehensive Planning Assistance, and the Urban Homesteading programs administered by state and local governments, and changed the revised Section 23 programs to Section 8 (Weicher, 1980).

Under the Section 8 program the federal government provided the tenant with a subsidy that could be used to negotiate his or her own housing with the landlord. In essence the Section 8 program was both an income transfer and a housing subsidy (Weicher, 1980). By the end of 1977 about 165,000 housing units had been built, while 227,000 units were under construction. HUD approved 90,000 housing units for the fiscal year 1980 and 115,000 in 1981 (Weicher, 1980).

The federal government housing programs have had their own share of problems. Many of the programs were expensive and wasteful because they failed to satisfy the needs of the clientele and had problems with poor project management, location, and changing characteristics of the tenants (Weicher, 1980). These problems were further exacerbated by massive budget cuts during the Reagan Administration.
Housing Programs in the Reagan Years

The Reagan Administration's national economic recovery program of the 1980s terminated assistance for subsidized housing and either rescinded or cut back funding for other programs like CDBGs, Comprehensive Planning Assistance, Urban Development Action Grants (UDAGs), and Urban Homesteading. These moves, so to speak, turned back the clock on 50 years of federal government response to the problems of rapid urbanization, inadequate housing and community development (Achtenberg, 1989). The Administration literally either slowed revitalization efforts or expedited the decline of neighborhoods through its program of budget cuts.


The Administration's economic recovery plan was based on the belief that a market economy that is completely free of federal government housing policies and regulations would provide better housing than the federal housing and neighborhood redevelopment programs of the past decades (Achtenberg, 1989). In light of this belief, the Economic Recovery Act of 1981 was passed and provided tax incentives to encourage the private sector to make housing investments.
The Act enabled owners of subsidized housing property to write off project costs much faster than they would under similar depreciation methods used in the 1970s. For example, a 15-year rather than a 19-year time period was considered the age at which subsidized housing should start undergoing repairs. An industry estimate showed that 80% of the subsidized housing that was 15 years old in 1987 had repair costs that averaged $3,000 per unit. The capital improvement costs for about 50% of the subsidized housing stock were estimated at $606 million against $75 million proven reserves (Achtenberg, 1989).

It should be pointed out that the new policy of substituting private investment for public housing in order to accomplish the Administration's housing objectives never went through the regular Congressional rule-making procedure. Instead, the decision was the outcome of a number of administrative directives geared towards the disposition, foreclosure and ownership transfer of subsidized projects. These policies were not only opposed by the different community groups affected, but also resulted in the loss of a viable portion of affordable housing units, especially for those who cannot compete in the housing market and are dependent entirely on subsidized housing (Achtenberg, 1989).

In order to ameliorate the housing problem and other discriminatory practices in the housing industry, in 1988 the Fair Housing Law of 1968 was amended. The new act
became known as the Fair Housing Amendment Act of 1988. The new Act forbids "blockbusting" for profit, i.e., persuading owners to sell or rent their housing units by telling them that minority groups are moving into the neighborhood; discriminating by advertising that housing is available only to a certain group of persons; denying that housing is available for inspection, sale or rent when in fact it is available; and refusing to sell or rent or deal or even negotiate with a person on account of race, sex or national origin (Bureau of National Affairs, 1989).

In the Reagan years problems of mismanagement or programs operating with diminished funds were not uncommon. Members of Congress criticized former HUD Secretary Samuel R. Pierce, Jr. for not taking decisive action to wrestle with the troubled Section 8 program despite repeated warnings by the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) about widespread problems and abuses in the program (Bureau of National Affairs, 1989).

The Section 8 program became the subject of a wide-ranging OIG audit as well as House and Senate hearings. It also exemplifies a program in which cutbacks in funding by the Reagan Administration created an environment in which developers were required to hire well-connected--frequently Republican--individuals to lobby HUD for a proportion of the diminished funds for housing projects (Bureau of National Affairs, 1989).
The legislators also charged that top HUD officials bypassed public housing authorities and oftentimes made moderate rehabilitation awards that were intended for specific projects that came to the attention of headquarters (Bureau of National Affairs, 1989). As a matter of fact, public housing authorities are supposed to be awarded units and then select the projects in order to receive the moderate rehabilitation assistance.

Members of Congress also charged that, according to an OIG investigation, fees paid to consultants—ranging from $500 to $1,500 per unit—were eventually passed on to the taxpayer and resulted in the availability of fewer housing units for the poor (Bureau of National Affairs, 1989).

In retrospect the Reagan Administration did not just literally destroy 50 years of federal government involvement in providing housing assistance to low- and moderate-income families vis-a-vis reducing the chances of neighborhood revitalization, but left a legacy that should be structurally transformed by the succeeding administration.

Housing Programs in the Bush Years

In compliance with the federal government policy of providing public housing and rent supplements—the two programs that have been directed toward low-income residents—Congress recently passed the Affordable Housing Act of 1990. The new Act reaffirmed the national housing goal of
providing a "decent, safe, sanitary, and affordable living environment for all Americans."

Despite this reassurance, Congress found that the supply of affordable rental housing was in decline, a large proportion of tax incentives for the production of affordable rental housing has been removed by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, and over the past decade the living conditions of Americans have deteriorated due to cutbacks in federal assistance to low- and moderate-income families. Congress concluded that a community-based housing partnership program to increase the supply of rental housing for low-income families should be encouraged, and homeownership opportunities for low-income groups must also be encouraged (Turpel and Uba, 1990).

As corollaries to the Fair Housing Act of 1988 the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Community Reinvestment Act of 1990 were passed. The Americans with Disabilities Act ensured that housing was readily accessible to the disabled. Such housing has to meet specific architectural standards in construction and renovation. The Community Reinvestment Act is intended to encourage banks and other lending institutions to give out credits to their local community groups in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods for revitalization (Turpel and Uba, 1990).

A more recent development in housing under the Bush Administration is the affordable housing program. The
conferees modified the proposal that required each Federal Home Loan Bank to establish an affordable housing program, a fund that would offer subsidized cash advances to member institutions to make below-market loans for eligible housing projects. Activities in this new deal include the purchase of homes by low- and moderate-income households (80% or less of area median income) and the purchase, construction or rehabilitation of rental projects. At least 20% of the units in a rental project would have to be occupied by and affordable to every low-income household (50% of area median income) for mortgage term or the remainder useful life of the property (Bureau of National Affairs, 1989).

The Federal Housing Finance Board (FHFB), the new agency entrusted to oversee the Federal Home Loan Banks as the successor to the abolished Federal Home Loan Bank Board, issues regulations for implementing the new affordable housing program requirements (Bureau of National Affairs, 1989).

However, public housing programs under the Bush Administration have also had their own share of economic as well as management problems. A report by the General Accounting Office (GAO) to the Senate Banking Committee showed that the FHA mutual mortgage insurance experienced a $452 million loss in fiscal 1988 as a result of the decline in premium collections and an increase in claims payments (Bureau of National Affairs, 1989).
By and large, federal policies, especially those of the federal mortgage institutions such as the FHFB, affecting housing and neighborhoods have been described as part of a government strategy to reinforce the profits of the private sector as well as that of the entire business community in the housing industry (Hartman, 1983). As a result, the underlying promotion of corporate profits has forced some residents to leave their homes for various reasons that include gentrification, which is a form of neighborhood change.

Invariably, the housing crisis nationwide has been worse and continues to be worse for some, especially low-income and minority residents, than for others. For example, in the early 1980s it is estimated that 72% of all households nationwide that earned less than $10,000 per year paid 25% or more of their earnings for housing alone, while only 3% of those that earned $50,000 or more per year paid this much on housing (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1981). This unequal distribution of wealth has continued throughout the 1980s and even beyond and has exacerbated the gentrification of inner-city neighborhoods which were considered unsuitable in the 1950s and 1960s and the problem of homelessness which is an outcome of housing insecurity and unavailability.

In response to the economic and management problems with the FHA, the Secretary of HUD, Jack Kemp, announced
sweeping changes to the FHA. The package, called the "FHA for the '90s" initiative, has five basic reform components. They include shoring up accounting practices, determining the actual soundness of the FHA, requiring management accountability for program activity, preventing fraud, identifying lenders with serious default and claim problems, and creating a task force to oversee the initiative (Bureau of National Affairs, 1989).

Unlike the previous regime the current administration continues to gradually repair the destruction of housing programs done by its predecessor. A testimony to this personal assessment is shown in the Senate Spending Bill approved by the House on July 20, 1989. The House bill provides $9.1 billion for assisted housing, including $1.1 billion for the renewal of Section 8 contracts that expired in fiscal 1990 and early 1991. The bill also provides $3 billion for the CDBG program and more than $370 million for homeless programs (Bureau of National Affairs, 1989).

In conclusion, the evolution of the federal housing programs since their inception has not had much success in making the national goal of providing every American with a decent home and living environment tenable, especially for the poor. The success can rather be measured in terms of creating an awareness of the growing problem of neighborhood decline and creating the need for neighborhood revitalization, tokenistic improvement in housing quality and
homeownership, and directing the bulk of federal spending in housing to upper middle-class homeowners in the form of tax incentives and mortgage interest. It is estimated that the latter policy in 1984 cost the Treasury $49.4 billion, an amount that surpassed the money spent on HUD-assisted housing programs since the inception of the public housing program in the 1930s (Sumka, 1990).

Therefore, the federal housing programs since the Great Depression can be described to have economic and political underpinnings. On the economic side the federal housing policies either by theory or by design served the interests of the private market sector in order to "stabilize" and "reinforce" the existing social and economic status quo. In the process they enhanced neighborhood change in terms of forcing residents, especially low-income and minority households, from their inner-city homes and neighborhoods which at some point in time were considered unsuitable by those now displacing low-income and other minority in the inner-city neighborhoods. On the political side they used patronage by providing limited housing concessions in order to stave off any disruption of the social and economic status quo by dissatisfied social groups and effect the integration of such social groups within the mainstream of the American society (Hartman, 1983).

With the current administration being charged by Democrats of misplaced priorities, i.e., not focusing more
on its domestic policies rather than on its success in the Persian Gulf War, the success of existing and future housing programs or community redevelopment programs is suspect.

The discussion continues with state and local government involvement in the federal housing programs.

STATE GOVERNMENT EFFORTS

In response to the federal government housing programs of the late 1960s, the states established their own agencies to enhance the planning and the construction of housing. By 1960 New York was the only state with a finance agency. But by the late 1960s 11 states had established their own agencies to finance the construction and rehabilitation of housing. Between 1970 and 1972, 14 additional states had established their own agencies (HUD, 1974).

The primary objective of state finance institutions has been the provision of financial assistance for the construction of housing for low- as well as moderate-income groups. Usually the agencies work concertedly with private developers that do the actual construction or rehabilitation work, while the finance institutions select and acquire the site and determine the size and number of housing units in a given project. They also determine the scope and extent of community facilities and establish equal opportunity standards, employment and the marketing of the housing units (HUD, 1974).
Aside from providing financial assistance, state finance agencies were also given a wide range of authority. As of 1973 all but six of the states' finance agencies were authorized to survey and assess housing deficiencies statewide and develop programs to rectify these deficiencies. Among the states that had established finance agencies in 1973, 13 agencies directly administered federal housing subsidies; another 18 were authorized to acquire land by purchase or eminent domain; and 9 states had the authority to act as public housing authorities, while a few were allowed to construct or rehabilitate housing on their own directly (HUD, 1974).

Between 1969 and 1973 state agencies directed the construction of 90,587 housing units, and 65,994 units of this total were subsidized under Section 236 of the Housing Act of 1968. Additionally, several state financial institutions were given the authority to raise funds for housing construction or rehabilitation by issuing tax-exempt bonds. Through this process, as of 1974, 11 state agencies raised approximately $4.7 billion from bonds. The bonds were then sold to private investors through private underwriters (HUD, 1974).

State housing finance agencies have focused on the development of multi-family rental housing units to the exclusion of homeownership development. About 72% of the dwelling structures developed are high rise. Rather than
investing some of the funds on the rehabilitation of old housing units, most of the housing development activity has been centered on the construction of new housing units. Nearly all these new housing units have been built in urban and suburban areas to cater to the housing interests of the affluent residents. Therefore, the housing activities of the state agencies have always been strongly criticized because of their redlining underpinnings which have resulted in the dislocation of many families in several inner-city neighborhoods to which such housing activities are targeted.

The redlining controversy resulted in the passage of regulatory measures to combat this discriminatory practice that has polarized many urban communities and neighborhoods in some states. The action has been through mortgage disclosure and reviews of the financial institutions' lending practices undertaken in such states as California, New York, Illinois, New Jersey, Michigan, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania (HUD, 1977).

For example, in California state-chartered savings and loan associations were required in 1964 to submit a wide range of information on institutional lending practices to the California Savings and Loan Commissioner. The state also established a Board of Inquiry that handled complaints about the denial of mortgage loans (HUD, 1977). Similarly, in Illinois a Financial Disclosure Act passed in 1975 requiring all banks, savings and loans, mortgage bankers,
and insurance companies to disclose mortgage loan information (HUD, 1977).

Another reflection of increased state involvement in the area of housing has been the creation of community affairs offices. These community departments are charged with state-wide planning, regional planning, local planning and urban renewal programs. But by and large the functions of these departments have been limited to providing information, research, technical assistance, and planning to local groups or communities (HUD, 1974).

Until 1974 control for land use was the responsibility of local governments in the form of zoning power delegated by the states. Since then some states have assumed control over land use rather than delegating such control to local governments.

The land use planning programs adopted by the states nationwide are required by Congressional acts to be comprehensive. That is, reflecting various planning elements such as housing, transportation, economic growth and development, open space, and environmental protection and conservation, to name but a few. Such comprehensive plans must be prepared within the framework of key federal regulations such as the National Environmental Policy Act of 1959, the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, and the Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 as well as other state regulations.
Since all planning goals of the states have an element of housing, it is appropriate at this juncture to provide a section on the Oregon state planning system relative to the efforts undertaken by the state toward the housing element.

**Efforts in the State of Oregon**

In the state of Oregon concerns over uncontrolled urban growth, environmental quality, the conservation and improvement of the existing communities, and the cost of public services in the late 1960s and early 1970s intensified the adoption of the comprehensive planning process mandated by Congressional acts for all states (Rohse, 1987). In 1969 the State Legislature established 10 planning standards for the state, and it required all local government entities in Oregon to adopt comprehensive plans. These were considered very ambitious planning moves. However, the execution of the legislature's plans was stalled by two problems. First, the state failed to appropriate the funds that would enhance the making of these comprehensive plans at the local government level; second, the state failed to establish an agency that would execute the 10 statewide planning standards (Rohse, 1987).

In 1973 the State Legislature addressed those problems by passing the now reputable Senate Bill 100. The bill created the Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC), mandated to provide planning goals and objectives
that can be used by state agencies, cities, counties, and other special districts in the entire state of Oregon (Rohse, 1987). Among the statewide planning goals is the provision of housing in the land use plan. Such a plan, among other things, should include an inventory of standard as well as substandard housing units that can be rehabilitated and then made available in the housing market at affordable price tags and rent levels for Oregon residents, especially for those in the low-income and minority groups (Turpel and Uba, 1990).

The new bill also established the Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) as the agency responsible for administering the statewide planning standards, and appropriated the necessary funds to enhance the making of the comprehensive plans to be adopted by the local government entities of the state (Rohse, 1987).

Other departments stemming from the new bill include the Department of Economic Development, Department of Energy, Department of State Lands, Department of Veteran Administration, and the Oregon Housing Agency, to mention but a few. All these agencies in one way or another administer housing programs. However, the bulk of the state housing programs are administered by the Oregon Housing Authority (OHA) which include rental housing, homeownership, technical assistance program, and the state homeless program (Turpel and Uba, 1990).
As regards the rental program the OHA offers permanent mortgage loans to developers for the construction of new housing units. It is also responsible for the acquisition and rehabilitation of rental housing for elderly and disabled Oregon residents. Additionally, OHA administers federal as well as state income tax credits to developers who construct, rehabilitate or acquire low-income housing units and to lending institutions that give non-profit agencies reduced interest rate loans and later pass on the savings benefit to low-income tenants by reducing their rents (Turpel and Uba, 1990).

The OHA homeownership program provides loans and tax credits to home buyers in the state. The financing of loan money is done through the sale of bonds. The agency has a mortgage credit certificate program through which it provides federal tax credits for below-median-income state residents who have obtained loans from private lenders to purchase or rehabilitate their homes (Turpel and Uba, 1990).

The OHA provides technical assistance in the areas of housing information and economic data, planning, loans and grants to individual residents, public as well as private investors, and educational services. The OHA also administers the federal Community Development Corporation Program that assists non-profit entities in the construction, rehabilitation, and management of low- and moderate-income housing (Turpel and Uba, 1990).
But nationwide, states' efforts to enhance the national housing goal of providing a decent home and a healthy living environment for their residents, as the reader may find out in the next discussion, were forestalled in the 1980s by the Reagan plan. Funding for some programs was drastically reduced to the extent that some programs were terminated and others modified or restructured in compliance with the budget estimates of his administration.

State Efforts in the 1980s

Before the 1980s state governments always relied on federal government grants to enhance their housing and urban development programs. But when Ronald Reagan took office in 1980, sectors of the economy that relied heavily upon federal assistance, state housing programs inclusive, became stalled for lack of funds due to the president's plan of budget cuts. The plan was based on the assumption that a reduction in federal spending would encourage private investors to step in and replace federal programs, especially housing programs that were designed to benefit the poor, with their own programs (Peterson and Lewis, 1986).

The Reagan plan, contained in a 1982 National Urban Policy Report, placed emphasis on the concept of "self-reliance" for state and local governments to expedite housing-related developments. No wonder that the Reagan Administration proposed the enterprise zone concept for
states based on the assumption that, by removing all federal regulatory measures as well as reducing taxes, private inner-city reinvestment would be enhanced (Peterson and Lewis, 1986). The enterprise zones are described as follows:

These are sprawling areas of urban blight such as visual ugliness, crime, and declining property values, that threaten to spread decay to adjacent areas. And as the home of concentrated numbers of the nation's minorities, recent immigrants, low-income elderly, public assistance recipients, and other economically distressed groups, they symbolize many problems of poverty and disadvantage. (Bendick and Rasmussen, 1986, p. 97)

But the states responded to the enterprise zone policy in a different way. They incorporated the support of the public sector rather than getting rid of it as well as tax reductions directed to specific areas to enhance their operation (Peterson and Lewis, 1986).

In light of this, 21 states nationwide passed their own zone laws in anticipation of having their zones designated as both a federal and state zone with all the benefits that go with it. But unfortunately, most state zones operated through incentives provided either by the state itself or the local government. Fifteen of the 21 states that passed enterprise zone laws as early as 1984 have varied programs. But a common theme that runs through these programs is that the programs themselves are basically tax incentive efforts (Bendick and Rasmussen, 1986). In short, state enterprise zones are nothing more than areas of consolidated public
activity in land use planning and inner-city revitalization (Bendick and Rasmussen, 1986).

The state of Connecticut, although not typical, is an example of a successful enterprise zone program in terms of urban revitalization. The success of the Connecticut program can be attributed to a number of factors. First, it utilized public support as a prerequisite for attracting private investment rather than avoiding such public expenditure. Second, emphasis was placed on attracting in-migrant businesses rather than depending on indigenous firms. Third, tax reductions are offered as a means of competing against neighboring areas rather than as a means geared to reducing tax burdens believed to stall work and private investment. Fourth, government regulatory measures are used to provide and allocate areas for the program (Bendick and Rasmussen, 1986).

The Connecticut enterprise zone package included the following: an 80% reduction in local property taxes for newly constructed or renovated manufacturing facilities; $1 million made available to small firms in the form of venture capital loans; a cash offer of $1,000 to manufacturers for each new job opening created in the zone of operation; and a 50% state corporate tax reduction for a period of 10 years for firms or businesses that employ 30% of the residents in the zone of operation (Bendick and Rasmussen, 1986).
The enterprise zone approach, as conceived by the Reagan Administration, does not offer an alternative that will replace the conventional approach to urban revitalization. However, if the concept is integrated with public support and the conventional approach, as was the case in the state of Connecticut, future enterprise zone programs in states will be achieved with much greater success.

In summary, a wide range of housing programs have been developed by the states nationwide in response to the 1949 federal government's call of providing every American with a decent home and a healthy living environment and in response to their own social, economic, and political pressures from within. But by and large the housing policies of the states in the post-World War II era purported to enhance neighborhood decline through the concerted efforts of state and private investment in housing did not fully achieve their objective. This is because most of these programs in some of the states have more or less favored the affluent through direct and indirect housing assistance, while at the same time direct housing assistance to the poor has, at best, been modest.

What we have in some of the states' cities today can be described as a rerun of the earlier urban renewal programs which resulted in the displacement or dislocation by the affluent of low-income and minority residents from their
neighborhoods that, at some stage in time, had been redlined.

In the section below the activities of local government entities, such as municipalities and counties, to revitalize declining neighborhoods, in some cases through the enterprise zone approach, are discussed.

Local Government Efforts

Local governments have not only been recipients of grants to enhance economic development but have, in some instances, employed the enterprise zone concept to encourage investment in housing within their cities. Local government efforts as implied in this research mean community development activities, subsumed under housing programs, carried out by cities, counties, and other local entities. These activities are considered relevant to this research not only because they created a sense of awareness among planners and policy-makers about the growing problem of inner-city neighborhood decline. They are also relevant because housing programs employed to combat the forces of time and change through neighborhood revitalization have resulted in the displacement of one group of residents by another.

Between 1979 and 1980 about 2,000 municipalities and counties nationwide used CDBGs to enhance the revitalization of property for low- and moderate-income property owners and renters. Additionally, they negotiated about $400 million
in supplemental private sector participation in the rehabilitation process. Local governments also played a significant role in revitalizing 20,000 units through the Section 8 moderate and substantial rehabilitation program of HUD (Ehrmann and Ford, 1981).

Invariably, before a project for low-rent public housing is started, the local housing authority has to select the site subject to the approval of HUD. Oftentimes sites recommended by the local housing authority must be approved by the local city council or other body. Due to the increasing neighborhood opposition to public housing, the selection process has been to locate the public housing project in the inner-city neighborhoods that are characterized by high concentrations of minority groups and inadequate public services, jobs and commercial opportunities (HUD, 1974).

By the 1980s the activities of local governments were stymied by the Reagan Administration's cutbacks in housing assistance programs, creating a shortage of rental housing that affects low-income tenants. The shortage led to the displacement and eviction of low-income minority residents who were unable to pay their rents. The displacement in the 1980s is reflected in a relatively high proportion of homeless persons and an increased rate of gentrification (Angotti, 1986).
Local governments were thus compelled to solicit the involvement of the private sector to enhance their community development programs. No wonder that the controversial enterprise zone concept embraced by President Reagan was also supported by local governments. The concept involves taking big chunks of land or entire city neighborhoods in areas that are depressed and designating them for special development. Businesses that locate within these enterprise zones receive huge tax break exemptions from the capital gains tax, investment tax credits, and credits for employing residents within these zones (Guskind, 1990).

An example of the enterprise zone concept is provided by the North/Northeast Portland Enterprise Zone Project. The City of Portland, it should be remembered, is the largest metropolitan area in the state of Oregon located along the Pacific Seaboard. The city has an estimated population of over 385,000 inhabitants (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980) and is located near the mouth of the Columbia River. In order to enhance administrative and economic development the city is divided into five major districts which include the North, Northeast, Northwest, Southeast, and Southwest neighborhoods. The agency responsible for revitalizing the city's core and declining neighborhoods is the Portland Development Commission (PDC), created in 1958 by the Oregon State Legislature.
The North/Northeast Portland Enterprise Zone Project, as mentioned earlier, was designated in 1986, and it is one of 30 project areas in the state of Oregon. The project provides property tax breaks and local incentives for new investment by businesses that locate within the boundaries of the zone. The program also requires qualified businesses to lure residents within the enterprise zone (PDC, 1990).

The economic development staff of the PDC is responsible for implementing the enterprise zone program. According to an annual status report Nabisco, Blue Bell and Mutterperl invested $27.2 million in fiscal 1989 and 1990. The staff of the PDC continues to monitor the activities of these companies to ensure that they comply with precertification plans as well as hiring requirements (PDC, 1990). The staff of the PDC works concertedly with representatives from the State of Oregon and different interest groups to ensure the input of the City and the reviewing of enterprise zone legislation proposed by the federal government. This enterprise zone program is an ongoing project (PDC, 1990).

Earlier renewal efforts undertaken by the PDC were not confined only to the revitalization of the South Auditorium Neighborhood in Southwest Portland that involved the demolition of 400 structures and razing 54 entire blocks. The Albina Neighborhood Improvement Program in North Portland that cost $2.3 million was indicative of the City's commitment to neighborhood revitalization (PDC, 1978). Other
activities of the PDC over the years include reclaiming vacant housing units through homesteading, helping low- and moderate-income homeowners in Portland to make improvements to their property according to the City's building and energy requirements through the single-family housing program, and by working with special social service groups that the PDC helps to locate in order to finance and develop housing units for residents with special needs (PDC, 1989).

Community development activities employed by local government bodies to effect inner-city neighborhood change have seemingly been impressive. But at the same time, their impact on the issue of neighborhood change is suspect because housing policies made by these local government bodies have tended to favor the affluent by providing them with direct and indirect housing assistance at the expense of the poor. Such activity has resulted in the dislocation of residents from their homes and communities. The group of residents most vulnerable are the low-income and minority tenants. Many factors have contributed to the squeeze on tenants and these include increasing housing and rental costs, the decrease in the supply of rental housing due to insufficient construction levels, and the abandonment of some housing units in some neighborhoods of central cities. Also vulnerable are homeowners who are increasingly faced with mortgage foreclosures and possible eviction.
In summary, the rationale for discussing federal, state, and local government efforts directed toward housing is to provide a historical background to the issue of neighborhood change in terms of what has been done and what still needs to be done to combat the forces of time and change.

Indeed, there is no doubt that the more than half a century of government involvement in housing made some improvement in housing. But it should be pointed out that housing policies were not just made from an act of good faith alone on the part of policy-makers to provide a home and a decent living environment for every American, but such policies had an underlying motive, that is, the enhancement of profit opportunities for the private sector in the housing industry on one hand, and the entire business community on the other. The pursuit of these two objectives has resulted to two opposing movements—the gentrification of certain inner-city neighborhoods and the suburbanization of some of the nation's cities—in the 1980s (Adams, 1987).

Those in support of the gentrification phenomenon attribute the process to economic, demographic, physical, and the trickle down of middle-class households into the inner-city neighborhoods once considered in the 1950s and 1960s as unsuitable. Supporters also believe that as the proportion of the affluent increases in the gentrified neighborhoods community growth and development is sustained (Adams, 1987).
Supporters of the suburbanization process argue that if the affluent residents did not have any neighborhood to return to in the 1950s and 1960s, there is less optimism that after more than a quarter of a century later they will return (Adams, 1987).

Although this argument may sound credible, there is every reason to believe that as long as housing policies at the three levels of government continue to favor high rates of new construction for the affluent, gentrification into inner-city neighborhoods closer to the Central Business District (CBD) will continue.

For many years the housing policy debate has centered around two issues. First, how much politically motivated subsidy should be provided for middle- and upper-income households, considering the fact that as the affluent move up to better housing, used household will trickle down to the poor? Second, how much subsidy should be provided directly for the poor households in the form of rent subsidies, household allowances or vouchers, low-interest loans to enhance homeownership, and publicly built and operated housing units? The success of the second issue faces an uncertain future for a number of reasons. These include the growing number of people below the poverty level, the stagnation of middle-class incomes, and a housing finance system that continues to be influenced by housing market forces.
In light of this political and economic environment and in light of the fact that politicians often used housing as a medium for dispensing political patronage, the housing needs of the affluent will continue to receive the utmost political urgency rather than the housing needs of the poor residents, unless there is a coordinated understanding among the various actors on what the specifics of reinvestment should be.

THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The choice of the city of Portland as the geographical area of this study was prompted by a number of factors. First and foremost, several empirical studies that have attempted to establish a contextual framework of neighborhood revitalization contend that the phenomenon is most likely to occur in cities with the following characteristics: a city with a relatively large population; a city with a relatively distinctive and extensive downtown area offering white-collar employment opportunities as well as having the potential for business establishment; and a city having several older neighborhoods (Black, 1975; Lipton, 1977; Clay, 1979) or stop-over neighborhoods (Abbott, 1983). All these characteristics are manifested in the city of Portland. Therefore, by these criteria Portland was considered an appropriate choice for undertaking this research.
Portland has been described as a young city because at the turn of the century its population was only 90,426. Because of this slow population growth the city was able to escape the problem of rapid industrialization and urbanization reminiscent of the large cities such as Philadelphia, Boston, and Pittsburgh along the Atlantic Seaboard (Portland City Planning Commission [PCPC], 1965). But by the mid-1960s the city's population had grown to over 200,000, and by 1980 the estimated population of Portland was over 385,000 inhabitants which was considered a relatively large population. Accounting for this large population growth are the city's excellent location for Pacific Rim trade, as well as the diversification of its economy from just an entirely wood products and agricultural base. The diversification brought about a rapid incursion of commercial and industrial activity into what were once regarded as pleasant residential areas (PCPC, 1965).

With the passage of time residential areas that did not experience commercial as well as industrial encroachment started to show visible signs of decline. For example, housing units that were once considered to be strong and sound were beginning to fall apart. Maintenance and repair work on some housing units were not only overdue but were further deferred because the physical conditions of the neighborhood became so bad that they no longer justified a significant level of capital investment (PCPC, 1965). By
1980 over 57% of the city's housing stock was estimated to be more than 40 years old. The age of these housing units, and especially because they are wooden structures, justifies a continuing commitment to maintenance and repairs (PCPC, 1965).

The city of Portland may not be a typical example of a city experiencing rapid neighborhood decline. However, evidence of decline, as explained above, provides another reason for selecting the city of Portland as the geographical area for assessing neighborhood revitalization over time.

Other reasons that prompted the selection of the city of Portland as site for this research are as follows. Portland's impressive downtown endowed with a transit mall, max light rail, lighted office buildings, high-rise apartments, a beautiful waterfront scenery, and park block apartments provide some residents a feel for inner-city living. Concern among some Portland residents over historic preservation, especially the preservation of older and architecturally appealing buildings, was one of the reasons that caused some residents to lobby for and establish their own neighborhood organizations in order to influence the planning process vis-a-vis the preservation of historic places within their neighborhoods (Abbott, 1983).

The variables used in this research included the calculated ratio differences for the periods 1970 and 1980 for
the changes in median household income, home value, and rent designated as measures of neighborhood change. These were regressed against nine other structural characteristics derived from locational, demographic, and housing factors. Both the dependent as well as the independent variables are described in the methodology chapter of this research.

Therefore, the objective of this study is to explain why some of these neighborhoods in the city of Portland are assumed to have changed between 1970 and 1980 while others have not. More specifically, the objective is to measure the extent of this assumed change over time by employing a series of multiple linear regression methods. In order to make this objective tenable, a number of parameters such as household income, home value, and contract rent usually associated with the filtering concept will be selected and designated as the dependent variables. It is against these filtering parameters that a carefully selected number of variables from locational, demographic, and housing characteristics designated as independent variables will be regressed to assess the urban structural impacts of neighborhood revitalization in the city of Portland between 1970 and 1980.

Basically, this study should be viewed as just another extension of the much debated filtering concept.

A study similar to the present study was earlier done by Mba (1983). He used a principal component statistical
technique to develop an index to measure and monitor changes in status of residential housing and market conditions in the entire Portland Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) in 1960 and 1970, using census tract housing data of the Portland SMSA.

Mba (1983) found that three factors (home value, household income per capita and housing quality) had high factor loadings on the first component, but the same factors loaded low on the second component. While other factors, such as percent of all owner-occupied housing units and all occupied housing units, had high loadings on the second component, their loadings on the first component were extremely low. He concluded that the high factor loadings on the first component in home value, household income, and housing quality reflected "a demand-side component of change" and hence a reflection of housing filtering. The high factor loadings on the second component in such factors as the percent of all occupied and owner-occupied housing units in the SMSA "depicted a supply-side component of change," and hence a reflection of neighborhood stability.

In Mba's analysis of the census tracts, the computed component scores resulting from the principal component analysis for each census tract in the SMSA became the measure of change.

For example, census tracts with high positive composite scores indicated a decline in residential housing
status. Such tracts were located in the inner-city areas of Portland and Vancouver, corresponding to the older built-up areas in the Portland SMSA. The area exemplified by this trend was the Albina area, which had experienced a transition in socioeconomic and racial status with a high percent of low-income households, thus signaling downward filtering and succession. Similarly, census tracts with high positive composite scores indicated a rise in residential housing status. Such tracts were located in the suburbs of the Portland SMSA. These were areas that were experiencing new construction and also serving as residences for middle- and higher-income people, thus reflecting upward filtering. Finally, census tracts with small and insignificant composite scores indicated a stable residential housing status. These tracts were located in the older suburbs and some inner-city areas of the Portland SMSA. Such areas had not experienced any filtering and had a mix of older and new housing units occupied by some lower-middle income and blue collar residents (Mba, 1983).

Mba found that the changes in the relative residential housing status, regressed on five selected factors of all the census tracts in the entire Portland SMSA in 1960 and 1970, revealed that median household income per capita, new construction, and year-round vacancies substantiated the hypothesis. The other factors, such as housing stock, defined as the percentage of all occupied housing units, as
well as the percentage of all owner-occupied housing units, were found to be unrelated to the relative residential housing status in the Portland SMSA. Therefore, Mba was quick to say that "a study specifically addressed to these variables may shed further light on the findings" (Mba, 1983, p. 125).

Furthermore, the selection of five "key housing market variables" at the expense of pertinent socioeconomic factors to describe the status of residential housing in the Portland SMSA appears to undercut the following statement:

... some key variables indicating the socioeconomic characteristics of households who occupy the housing units, as well as the quality of the units, must be part of the assessment. (Mba, 1983, p. 121)

The paucity of the variables used in his investigation, especially as they reflect the socioeconomic characteristics of the residents, is acknowledged in the following statement:

... it was realized that it would be useful to investigate the relationships of the changes in urban subarea residential housing status to other characteristics such as sex, occupation, education and age. (Mba, 1983, p. 128)

In light of these issues, the present study draws from an amalgam of factors selected from locational, socioeconomic and housing characteristics to address the research problem.

In order to accomplish this objective, a series of statistical techniques was employed to calculate the changes and to test the research hypotheses. First, a ratio method
developed by Fisher and Winnick (1951) and later tested by Toulan (1960) in a study of the filtering process in Philadelphia was used to calculate the ratio differences that represented measures of neighborhood change in the sample during the decade. But rather than replicating a study that monitored housing market conditions in the entire Portland SMSA (Mba, 1983), this research estimated conditions that have influenced revitalization in the inner-city neighborhoods of Portland. Second, two phases of regression analysis were employed in this investigation. In phase one a simple regression analysis was used to assess the correlation between the independent and dependent variables. In the second phase a multivariate analysis was used to determine the degree to which the measures of neighborhood change are contingent upon the predictors. These procedures are discussed in the chapter on methodology.

The time frame, 1960 and 1970, selected in Mba's study may have tended to exclude the major part of the revitalization trend since the bulk of the literature on this phenomenon started to appear in the 1970s and 1980s (London et al., 1986). But the selection of the time frame, 1970 and 1980, for the present study was based on events which occurred in the mid-1970s and 1980s. First, during these periods a considerable number of cities nationwide started experiencing private market reinvestments in the form of housing, commercial and cultural activities (Laska
Second, forces in the housing market made prices of suburban homes extremely expensive for first-home buyers and renters (Goetze et al., 1977; James, 1977).

FORMAT OF THE STUDY

The study takes the following format. In Chapter II state and local government initiatives on neighborhood revitalization—a case study of Portland—are discussed. The chapter focuses upon what has been done in Portland to wrestle with the problem of neighborhood decline since the 1949 federal government legislation. In Chapter III the pertinent literature on which the research is based is reviewed.

In Chapter IV the methodology of the research is discussed. The chapter describes the conceptual development of the research design in terms of theory and hypotheses formulation. It also describes the pertinent variables used in the research and the two statistical techniques employed for testing the formulated hypotheses resulting in a two-phased description of the techniques. In phase one the procedure employed to obtain the mean differences or ratio differences used as dependent variables is described. Phase two describes the regression methods used for testing the research hypotheses. The chapter ends with a statement on the sources of data for the investigation. In Chapter V the results and findings of the regression method are presented.
and discussed. In Chapter VI the conclusions of the study are presented.
CHAPTER II

PORTLAND: A CASE STUDY OF REVITALIZATION EFFORTS

Local politicians and planners in the city of Portland expressed great concern in the 1950s over the visible evidence of decline in some of the city's neighborhoods. There was also concern over the rapid expansion of commercial and industrial activities amid what were once regarded as healthy residential neighborhoods. These concerns prompted the undertaking of positive steps to combat the forces of time and change through neighborhood revitalization (PCPC, 1965).

The first step toward this goal was the implementation of the Thurman/Vaughn Redevelopment Project in Northwest Portland in 1952. The project involved the conversion of a 40-block neighborhood into a residential and industrial complex and the demolition of 500 substandard housing units. But by and large, the project failed because there was no efficient planning agency at the time, and there was also no political support for the project (Abbott, 1983).

The failure of the Thurman/Vaughn Project provided the basis for the creation of a planning agency. In 1958 the PDC was formed. The new agency was given the task and
responsibility by the Portland City Council to revitalize the city's core and the surrounding neighborhoods (PDC, 1978).

The role of the PDC in revitalizing the city of Portland, a task that is contingent upon cooperation with the City Council, city bureaus and departments, neighborhood organizations and participation of the private sector, is now discussed.

THE PDC AND REVITALIZATION

The city of Portland through the PDC became one of the first cities in the country to revitalize its blighted neighborhoods. The South Auditorium Neighborhood became the first urban renewal project undertaken by the PDC. The South Auditorium Neighborhood during the late 1950s was comprised mostly of aging Italians and European Jews because most of the younger elements of these groups had left the neighborhood (Portland Bureau of Planning, 1977).

The project itself involved the massive clearance of a 54-block area in the city's downtown, the demolition of 445 structures, and the relocation of 336 families and 289 business enterprises (Portland Bureau of Planning, 1977). What was considered a blighted neighborhood was, by 1963, transformed into the present Portland Center—a lively neighborhood of high-rise apartments, commercial activities, office buildings and public facilities flanked on the west
side by Portland State University (PSU). The vast majority of the South Auditorium's open spaces, such as Forecourt Fountain, Pettygrove Park, Lovejoy Fountain and the Civic Auditorium, are a testimony of the city's architectural work (Portland Bureau of Planning, 1977).

The project has enhanced the city's economic viability. Before the project started, property owners in the area contributed about $143,000 every year in property taxes to pay for services provided in the area by the City, but that was not enough. At the completion of the project, the taxes generated from the project repaid $5 million in neighborhood revitalization bonds, at the same time adding $2.9 million every year to the revenue of the community (PDC, 1978).

The revitalization of the South Auditorium Neighborhood was not the only early urban renewal project undertaken by the PDC. Other early renewal projects were the Albina Neighborhood Improvement Program, Portland State Urban Renewal Program and Emmanuel Hospital Urban Renewal Program (PDC, 1978).

The Albina Project was a $2.3 million program that involved the rehabilitation of 556 housing units in the area, improvement of streets and street lighting, and the planting of trees. In short, the program was a strong commitment by the City to preserve a deteriorated ethnic neighborhood in North Portland (PDC, 1978).
The urban renewal project of PSU was started in 1965 to complement the South Auditorium Neighborhood. The program, completed since 1975 with the cooperation of the Oregon State Board of Higher Education, was undertaken to enhance the expansion of the university as well as to create a more unified campus within an urban environment. Funding for the program was provided in part by the federal government and in part by the State Board of Higher Education at a cost of $16.7 million. The PDC was responsible for the acquisition of land for the project, site improvement and relocation, and architectural design. The South Park Blocks that run through the campus were also redesigned as part of the PSU urban renewal project.

One of the primary objectives of the South Park Blocks Urban Renewal Plan, which became effective in 1985, was to increase middle-income rental housing supply in the southwest area of the downtown. The projects within the South Park Blocks Urban Renewal Plan include: University Park, which has 125 one- and two-bedroom units on the block bounded by Market and Clay Streets, Park Avenue and Broadway. The University Park Project was completed in 1987. The South Park Square, another aspect of the plan, has 191 studio, one- and two-bedroom units on a block bounded by Market and Clay Streets, Park and Tenth Avenues, and was completed in 1988. Gallery Park, with 31 one- and two-bedroom units on a quarter block bounded by Clay and
Columbia Streets, Park and Broadway, was completed in 1989. Finally, Park Place, which comprised of 23 studio and one-bedroom units on an infill site along Park Avenue and located between Clay and Columbia Streets, was completed in 1991 (PDC, 1990).

The South Block Renewal Project was followed by the North Park Blocks Renovation Project. The purpose of this program was to renovate the blocks to a standard that is comparable to that of the South Park Blocks. It was hoped that by so doing private investment and redevelopment in the surrounding area as a whole would be encouraged. The role of PDC in the redevelopment of the park was to provide funds for as well as to coordinate the park blocks' renovation plan with assistance from the Bureau of Parks and Recreation (PDC, 1990).

Another urban renewal project was the Emmanuel Hospital Urban Renewal Program. The program, completed since the mid-1970s, involved the expansion of the hospital which was located in a neighborhood characterized by deteriorated housing and blight. The total funds for the program amounted to $6.7 million, and two-thirds of the funds were provided by HUD; the remaining one-third was comprised of hospital funds. The Housing Authority of Portland (HAP) also added 110 housing units for low-income elderly residents in the area (PDC, 1978).
But by and large, in the early neighborhood revitalization programs the PDC neither solicited the participation in its activities by the ordinary citizens nor did it show any accountability for its action of massive slum clearance. A good number of citizens started perceiving the PDC as a threat to efficient planning. There was also much concern among ordinary citizens that the PDC's planning programs might result in the destruction of the inner-city neighborhoods. These concerns became even greater after the failure of the Vaughn Street Redevelopment Project caused by the lack of political support and the failure of the planners to make a strong commitment to revitalization (Abbott, 1983).

The concern of the citizens over the arbitrary planning decisions undertaken by the PDC, coupled with their disenchantment for not having a say in the planning process, came to a head when the administration of Mayor Goldschmidt began to target specific neighborhoods for revitalization. Three such areas were the Corbett, Terwilliger and Lair Hill neighborhoods.

Lair Hill and Corbett were once part of an extensive area that was part of the South Auditorium Renewal Program. The Lair Hill-Corbett neighborhood was initially the home of European immigrants and had a large proportion of non-resident property owners. But as the forces of time and change took their toll, the original residents began to move out and sell their property to non-residents. The housing
stock deteriorated so much over time that revitalization became either impossible or, in some cases, more expensive (Corbett-Terwilliger-Lair Hill Planning Committee, 1977).

Comparatively, Terwilliger was more stable than either Corbett or Lair Hill. The percentage of resident homeownership was much higher than in the other two neighborhoods. Above all, it experienced less traffic flow than Corbett (Corbett-Terwilliger-Lair Hill Planning Committee, 1977).

The PDC revitalization package involved the tearing down of 143 structures at the risk of displacing 20 businesses, 45 household members, and 95 single persons; the provision of a road corridor to reduce the congestion of traffic in the Corbett area; and the construction of subsidized housing for faculty and students from PSU and Oregon Health Sciences University (Abbott, 1983).

Once again the PDC failed to include citizen participation in the implementation of this program. The PDC action resulted in the formation of an advocacy group by various interest groups from the three neighborhoods to protest any future revitalization activity in their neighborhoods.

**Neighborhood Associations and Revitalization**

The residents of the Corbett-Terwilliger-Lair Hill neighborhoods finally got what they wanted when the John's Landing Development Program and the Macadam Avenue Improvement Program were proposed by the PDC in 1974. These
programs were an alternative to the earlier Corbett-Terwilliger-Lair Hill Project. It involved the construction of new housing units, stores, office buildings and a road. The residents of the three neighborhoods immediately formed the Hill Park Association—the first neighborhood association formed in the mid-1960s to protest the PDC revitalization plan (Corbett-Terwilliger-Lair Hill Planning Committee, 1974).

The action of these neighborhoods even went beyond protest. They formed a neighborhood council as well as a planning committee that prepared a plan with the help of professional planners. The plan presented to the PDC by the neighborhood planning committee demanded that Lair Hill remain a predominantly residential neighborhood. In 1977 the Portland City Council declared Lair Hill as one of the first historic preservation neighborhoods in the city of Portland (Abbott, 1983).

The creation of the federal Model Cities Program in 1966 enabled Portland neighborhoods to establish their own neighborhood associations which were advocacy groups that exerted pressure on the PDC on the type and nature of revitalization project to be undertaken. For example, when the Corbett-Terwilliger-Lair Hill residents in Southwest Portland formed their own neighborhood associations, the other neighborhood residents in the remaining four districts of the city did the same. Neighborhood revitalization in
the city undertaken jointly by the PDC and the neighborhood organizations, with funds coming from the federal government and private investors, reflected the requirements of the Model Cities Program.

Neighborhood Associations and the Model Cities Program

In response to the Model Cities Program the various interest groups in Northeast Portland created the Northeast Community Development Corporation, an advocacy group that brought pressure to bear on the PDC to allow the group to participate in the area’s revitalization activity. One such area that was targeted for redevelopment in accordance with the Model Cities Program was the Eliot Neighborhood, located south of Fremont Street and west of Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard (PCPC, 1969).

The Eliot Neighborhood was among five Northeast Portland neighborhoods that the PDC targeted in 1967 for its Neighborhood Development Program (NDP). Revitalization activity under the NDP included such activities as the rehabilitation of housing; the improvement and provision of streets, street lighting, sidewalks and curbs; and the promotion and expansion of schools, recreation facilities and parks (PDC, 1978).

The plan for the Eliot Neighborhood involved providing housing in the neighborhood. The plan has been on the planning agenda of the City since 1966. But by the early
1970s the Eliot Neighborhood revitalization program was suspended and replaced by the Emmanuel Hospital Urban Renewal Project. The Eliot Neighborhood project was resumed and completed by the HAP, which bought the site from the PDC (PDC, 1978).

In Southeast Portland various interest groups from the Brooklyn, Buckman, Sunnyside, Sellwood and Westmoreland neighborhoods created the Portland Action Committees Together (PACT) to enhance the redevelopment of their neighborhoods in accordance with the Model Cities Program. But by the time PACT was formed, HUD had already decided to limit the scope of its funding program. It was not until 1974 when several interest groups came back together to form the Inner Southeast Coalition, which drew a plan acceptable to the PDC, that redevelopment funds were disbursed by HUD (Abbott, 1983).

Another offshoot of the Model Cities Program of the 1960s was the creation of the Northwest District Neighborhood Association. The group in 1969 opposed a PDC neighborhood redevelopment plan, requested by Good Samaritan Hospital and Consolidated Freightways, on the grounds that the urban redevelopment project did not have a comprehensive plan. Instead, committee members from the Northwest Neighborhood Association, working together with the staff of the Planning Bureau, prepared a comprehensive plan for the area that was adopted and approved in 1975 (Abbott, 1983).
The passage of the federal HCDA in 1974 not only terminated the NDP vis-a-vis the Model Cities Program of the mid-1960s, but it also extended revitalization activities to several Portland neighborhoods through the Block Grant program (PDC, 1978).

The impact of the Housing and Community Development (HCD) program in some Portland neighborhoods is now discussed.

The HCD Program and Neighborhood Redevelopment

HCD Block Grant funding has been a valuable resource for neighborhood redevelopment programs undertaken by neighborhood groups as well as the PDC. For example, the PDC housing rehabilitation program received funding from HCD Block Grants, other federal grants and the private sector. Between 1975 and 1978 the PDC rehabilitated 3,500 homes and provided $14.5 million in loans to property owners (PDC, 1975).

In North Portland the PDC has a neighborhood office in St. Johns that is readily accessible to the community. Between 1975 and 1978, 275 homes were rehabilitated at a low-interest loan cost of approximately $1.6 million. A major comprehensive and commercial revitalization project was implemented by the PDC at an estimated cost of $2.5 million. The project, completed in the 1980s, involved the creation of a new traffic system, the rehabilitation of
the city hall and fire station, the construction of tennis courts, and the improvement of the community center (PDC, 1975).

Since the termination of the Model Cities Program, Northeast Portland over the years has seen considerable home rehabilitation activity and street and park improvement. One such community development program was the improvement of the Dawson Park at a cost of $118,000. The project was jointly administered by the neighborhood itself and the PDC. Other community development programs sponsored by the PDC in the late 1970s include the following: providing street lighting in the neighborhoods of Irvington and Boise-Humboldt, improving the Lillis Albina Park, planting about 200 trees in the Eliot area, and constructing a street in the King-Vernon-Sabin neighborhoods (PDC, 1975).

A more recent and ongoing program in Northeast Portland is the federally funded Nehemiah Housing Opportunity Grant program for the improvement of housing. The program is part of a comprehensive plan to reclaim and revitalize declining neighborhoods in the city of Portland by providing opportunities for homeownership for low- and moderate-income families (PDC, 1990).

The Northeast Community Development Corporation (NECDC) was awarded $3.75 million in 1989 to reclaim and develop 250 low- and moderate-income single-family housing units. Private, public and other charitable organizations have already
made a commitment to NECDC to reclaim vacant lots as well as vacant and abandoned housing units in dilapidated neighborhoods in Northeast Portland. The price tag for the homes derived from this program will be $45,000. Home buyers will be allowed to make a down payment of $1,000 and receive a first mortgage loan of $30,000 through the OHA. The remaining $15,000 will be provided from the Nehemiah funding. Monthly mortgage payments are estimated at $350 (PDC, 1990).

Another recently completed HCD program is the Northeast HCD Neighborhood Improvement Project. It was a three-year project administered under contract with the NECDC. The program involved acquiring and renovating single-family units in the Eliot, Boise, King, Sabin, Vernon, and Humboldt neighborhoods (PDC, 1990).

A PDC-sponsored and recently completed urban renewal program is the Oregon Convention Center in Northeast Portland. In 1988 the PDC prepared a plan for the project in cooperation with the Bureau of Planning and the Portland Office of Transportation. The plan, adopted in 1989, called for a comprehensive area plan that addressed such issues as transportation, land use, economic development and urban design in order to make the area attractive to visitors of the Convention Center (PDC, 1990).

The HCD program has also benefited neighborhoods in Southeast Portland. At the inception of the program the PDC
established a neighborhood office that administered home rehabilitation loans and improved several Southeast neighborhood parks. One such improvement involved Colonel Summers Park in the Buckman Neighborhood at a cost of $165,000. A $200,000 grant was used for the renovation of the Brooklyn, Oregon, Johnson Creek, Sellwood, Westmoreland, and Sewall parks in Southeast Portland. Other neighborhood improvement activities through the HCD program include $200,000 for street construction, $40,000 for the installation of traffic signals and $18,000 for the planting of trees (PDC, 1978).

In Northwest Portland the improvement of HCD neighborhoods was combined with the housing and rehabilitation loan program. The PDC carried out the improvement of Couch, Macleay, and Wallace Park. The PDC also authorized the Thurman/Vaughn area project. Other participants in this project were the City of Portland, the State of Oregon, the Northwest District Association and the Northwest Industrial Neighborhood Association (PDC, 1975).

The plan had three objectives: (1) to stop the continuing residential and commercial decline in the area; (2) to carefully plan for and implement the redevelopment of the area; and (3) to maintain and increase the supply of housing in the area (PDC, 1975).

The feasibility study found that as much as 40% of the housing units in the area were built before 1910 and most of
these units were poorly constructed and lacked maintenance and repairs. In addition, the area had a high proportion of low-income residents, high unemployment rates, and many single-person households (PDC, 1975). The program, adopted in 1977, was completed in the 1980s.

Since the inception of the HCD program in the early 1970s, the PDC has administered over 12,000 low-interest and deferred-payment loans. Since the 1980s, the PDC has inspired the rehabilitation of over 20,000 housing units that were badly in need of repairs (PDC, 1989).

The reclaiming of vacant homes through homesteading was also a preoccupation of the PDC. The homestead program gave the opportunity to those who could not afford a home to own one if they agreed to renovate it according to building code standards. Since 1980 the PDC has utilized federal funds to acquire over 130 vacant homes that they have made available to homesteaders. Low-interest loans provided through the PDC are used by the occupants to make their own repairs. In order to enhance the stability of the neighborhood, the homesteaders agree to stay in the renovated home for at least five years (PDC, 1989).

Aside from the neighborhood revitalization activities that have been discussed so far, downtown Portland also received the attention of planning officials. Before the adoption of the Downtown Plan in 1972 that called for maintaining the area as the major regional, employment, cultural
and business center, the downtown area was declining. The pattern of decline was described by the vice president of the Portland Chamber of Commerce and developer of Old Galleria and Old Town, and other commercial restoration projects, as follows:

As . . . suburban shopping centers thrived businesses became discouraged with the declining economic situation of downtown, and many closed shop. This downward trend continued and worsened when the development plan for the city instituted with the Clean Air Act Program and the parking lid was announced. Retailers who were both sharing risks the City was taking and trying to compete with suburbia and its shopping centers, thought that doomsday had finally come to downtown.

The trend was for downtown businesses to get out of the area and move to newly developed suburban shopping malls where business was booming. (U.S. Department of Transportation, 1980, p. 48)

In order to wrestle with the problem described above, the City decided to implement the 1972 Downtown Plan as updated by council ordinance. The plan called for the City to assist in promoting retail, lodging, office, residential, and cultural opportunities in the CBD (Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District, 1975). The City undertook to develop a Transit Mall in downtown Portland defined as

streets reserved for the use (public) transit vehicles and pedestrians. They are generally located at the intersection of several transit routes in downtown near heavy pedestrian activity, such as retail stores, restaurants, and office buildings, and may include shelters, benches, plants, and route and schedule information displays. (U.S. Department of Transportation, 1980, p. 48)
The Mall was designed and constructed by the Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon. The cost of the project was estimated at $15 million, with the federal government providing 80% of the money (Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District, 1975). Work on the project began in 1975 and by 1977 the Mall was opened to travel by bus.

Besides the Transit Mall, which has become a "national showcase," other developments occurred in the downtown area in the 1970s and 1980s. These were in the areas of housing, retailing, office construction, hotels, parking structures, and cultural activities (such as the Performing Arts-Center). The total cost of the Arts-Center was $25 million, with the voters of Portland authorizing $19 million in bonds and the private sector providing $6 million. No wonder Portland was described in the following words:

Often called the "City of Parks and Fountains," Portland's downtown has grown up in a setting of parks, fountains, outdoor sculptures and other artworks, and landscaped pedestrian ways. The famed Ira Keller Fountain, located adjacent to the Civic Auditorium, is a national landmark. Lovejoy Fountain, Pettygrove Park, O'Bryant Square, the Park Blocks and the newly constructed Waterfront Park all provide a place to lunch, sit in the sun, or simply take a quiet moment out from their busy workday lives. (PDC, 1981, p. 14)

An innovative program conceived by the PDC in the 1980s for the downtown area is the Downtown Housing Preservation Program (DHPP), meant to increase the supply of low-income housing in compliance with the Downtown Housing Policy.
Four agencies—PDC, HAP, Central City Concern, and Portland Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce—joined together to sponsor the DHPP. The goal of the program is to develop 500 new housing units by 1991 for the homeless and people with special needs (PDC, 1990).

According to an agreement by the four sponsors of the program, the PDC finances and develops the projects, HAP provides federal rent subsidies for the operation of the building, Central City Concern owns and manages most of the buildings, and the Chamber of Commerce solicits funds to tenants for social services (PDC, 1990).

By 1990 two projects—the 96-unit Foster Apartments and the Henry Building, a vacant, historic office building renovated to accommodate 153 units for downtown service workers—were completed. Two other projects—the Athens Hotel, a 95-unit project, and the 62-unit Shoreline Hotel—are still under development (PDC, 1990).

In summary, the increased concern over the city's deteriorating neighborhoods among Portlanders suggests that the city is a dynamic system of political, social, and economic forces which, in one way or the other, are interrelated. Government as well as citizens became increasingly more sensitive to the interrelationships between physical development and social issues, between economic growth and changes to the environment, and between governmental decisions and the quality of life. The result of this
awareness was the creation of PDC in 1958 to undertake the revitalization of the city's core and surrounding neighborhoods. In pursuing this goal, the PDC established policies to govern the future growth of the city and to effect neighborhood change. But neighborhood change has, in some instances, left its imprint on the city landscape by creating upscale neighborhoods, in some instances at the expense of the poor, and this has been the subject of debate among social researchers.

The study area believed to represent the inner-city neighborhoods within the city of Portland is briefly described below.

THE STUDY AREA

The study area as delimited (see Figure 1) is comprised of 117 census tracts representing the area considered as the inner-city neighborhoods of the city of Portland (Office of Planning and Development, 1981). According to this information there are five major districts or neighborhoods in the entire city itself. The census tracts representing the research area in this study were selected from the inner Northwest, Southeast, Southwest, and Northeast districts, respectively. The latter district includes census tracts representing some areas in North Portland considered pertinent to the study. The estimated population of the census tracts in the research area in 1970 was 409,656. By 1980
Figure 1. Study area: Inner-city neighborhoods of Portland.

the estimated population of the same area had dropped to approximately 386,323 inhabitants (Office of Planning and Development, 1981).

The Northwest area, which includes Burnside and some parts of the Northwest industrial area, is located on the west side of the Willamette River and north of Burnside Avenue. The north end of the area is comprised of cheap hotels, "flop" houses, older businesses, taverns, and specialty shops (Office of Planning and Development, 1970). The area was identified as having a high proportion of minority groups, elderly, and poorly educated residents
The Inner Southeast is comprised of such neighborhoods as Brookyn, Buckman, Hosford-Abernethy, Kerns, Richmond, Sellwood-Moreland, and Sunnyside. The area is located south of the Banfield Freeway and east of the Willamette River and is characterized by older housing units. The area residents are predominantly blue-collar workers (CRAG, 1978a, 1978f).

The inner Southwest is located on the west side of the Willamette River and south of Burnside Avenue. Some of the neighborhoods include Healy Heights, Homestead, Lair Hill, Goose Hollow and Corbett-Terwilliger. The downtown, with only a limited number of single-family homes but many condominiums, is included in this area. The Corbett-Terwilliger-Lair Hill area, located close to the downtown, is characterized by older housing units, lower income households and home values, more rental units, and a high percentage of minorities (CRAG, 1978b, 1978f).

The inner North Portland area lies west of Williams Avenue. Some of the neighborhoods include Arbor Lodge Overlook, Kenton, Portsmouth, and St. Johns. The area has the smallest proportion of residents with at least a year of college education as well as the highest proportion of residents with less than high school education. The area is also characterized by a higher proportion of black and elderly residents (CRAG, 1978b).
The inner Northeast neighborhoods are located north of the Banfield Freeway and east of Williams Avenue. A large proportion of the city's black residents is concentrated in the Humboldt, Piedmont, Woodlawn, King-Vernon-Sabin, Eliot and Boise neighborhoods. The area has a low ratio of owner-occupied and renter-occupied housing units.

The revitalization of declining neighborhoods as reflected in the activities of the PDC has long begun. But as its pace intensified in the 1970s and 1980s nationwide, so has its literature burgeoned, which is now discussed.
CHAPTER III

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

The invasion-succession concept of Burgess (1925) and his associates of the "Chicago School," often used to describe changes in the urban environment and shifts in population, has never escaped challenge. In retrospect, their theory did not include the reverse of the invasion-succession process (Lee and Mergenhagen, 1984). The challenge to the "classical ecological" theory associated with Burgess has been either an expansion or modification of this ecological theory (Birch, 1971; Hoover and Vernon, 1959). The process by which older neighborhoods in the core areas of cities were gradually becoming sites for housing renovation activity and the resettlement of middle- and upper-income residents became known as neighborhood revitalization (Clay, 1979; Gale, 1980; Laska and Spain, 1979).

This phenomenon which began in the mid-1970s (London, 1980) became of interest not only to urban scholars but to other civic groups such as realtors, lenders, downtown businesspeople, and local government officials, who interpreted the trend as symbolizing the salvaging of the declining areas in the cores of metropolitan areas (Lee and Mergenhagen, 1984). Standing in the way of these advocates
are the poor, the elderly, blacks and other groups concerned about the negative economic, political, and residential displacement consequences of the trend (Lee and Mergenhagen, 1984). By and large, the argument over the positive and negative effects of neighborhood revitalization has continued to the present time.

It is amidst this debate that an inexhaustive social science literature has emerged, the bulk of which is based upon the formulation of neighborhood change models (National Urban Coalition, 1978; Clay, 1979; Gale, 1980; London, 1980). These models employed different approaches to the subject. For example, while some empirical studies focus on the displacement issue or segregation caused by the trend, other studies focus on assessing the factors explaining its occurrence. Despite the different approaches, all seem to reach the consensus that revitalizing neighborhoods go through stages of change.

Hoover and Vernon (1959) and Birch (1971), associated with the stage theory, identified five stages of neighborhood change. The first stage is marked by the construction of single-family homes and low population densities. The second stage is marked by the construction of more single-family homes as population increases. The third stage is the period when the housing units begin to run down. The fourth is marked by the creation of slums as a result of intensified use of the housing units. The fifth and final
stage is the period characterized by the replacement of rundown housing units with multi-family housing units.

Spatial location theorists suggest that as high-status households move from the inner-city neighborhoods to reside in the suburbs to consume more space, low-income households move into the housing units left behind by the affluent. But the literature posits that this trend is either slowing down or reversing itself. That is to say, high-status residents are, to a certain extent, opting to reside in the inner-city neighborhoods that are undergoing revitalization (Smith, 1979). The households moving into such neighborhoods are young white singles and childless couples employed in professional and managerial jobs (Lee et al., 1985).

Revitalization theorists also strongly believe that the lifestyles of these young high-status residents have changed with time. According to Smith (1979), changes such as delayed marriages, high divorce rates, the desire to have smaller families, increasing numbers of single and married women in the job market, and the increasing numbers of working married couples have tended to influence young home-buyers and renters to opt for "a new dream defined in urban rather than suburban terms" (p. 71).

A justification for these changes in the lifestyles of incumbent inner-city residents was provided by Bell (1968), who asserted that households are characterized by "familism," "careerism," and "consumerism." The household, on
one hand, selecting to live in the inner city, was more career oriented as well as consumer oriented. On the other hand, the household living in the suburb was the family-oriented type who wanted to marry early and raise children. Bell (1968) concluded that the number of high-status residents in the inner city may be attributed to certain demographic changes.

According to the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1980) the population of the United States between 1970 and 1980 increased by 11%, while the number of households increased by over 24% as a result of the continuing decline in the size of the average household and the high divorce rates. Since 1960 both single-person households and households comprised of unrelated individuals have also increased (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980). The increase in single-person households, combined with the decreasing birth rates, has resulted in the shrinking of the average American household and greater demand for smaller housing units (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980). Furthermore, the percent of working women over sixteen years old was 38% in 1960, but by 1980 this figure increased to 52% (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980). Between 1970 and 1980 the proportion of young single-person households increased in the inner cities as well as in the work force (Sternlieb and Hughes, 1980).

Neighborhood revitalization, or gentrification as it is also known, was made popular in the mid-1970s by the media
as a result of private market reinvestment in housing in the declining urban cores of cities across the country (Laska and Spain, 1979; Lee et al., 1985). The popularity of the neighborhood revitalization trend aroused the interest of researchers and agencies to further investigate the phenomenon (Lee et al., 1985). But by and large, the literature is considered by some observers to be deficient in evaluating the structural impacts generated by neighborhood revitalization due to the recent nature of the trend and the unavailability of data to assess changes in cities over time (Lee et al., 1985; Schill and Nathan, 1983).

Despite these problems a variety of approaches or explanations are used by researchers to investigate the gentrification phenomenon. For example, some researchers see in the process a respite to the end of the urban housing crisis. Others see it in light of the plight of the dislocated or displaced residents. While others see the gentrification process from an entirely economic perspective, some others still see it in light of changing demographic factors (London, 1984).

The literature review further shows that five major approaches to the gentrification process can be distinguished. These include a sociocultural, political-economic, demographic-ecological, community networks, and the social movement approach. Since the variables often used by researchers tend to overlap with each other in some
instances, therefore, no single approach can be said to be exclusively independent of the other (London, 1984).

With this as a backdrop, considered to provide a more focused theoretical framework for predicting neighborhood revitalization in the city of Portland, the relevant studies for this research are now reviewed. These studies, as the reader will find out, revolve around monitoring the factors causing neighborhood change, the areas or neighborhoods that are revitalizing, and the characteristics of the incumbent households as well as neighborhood or housing characteristics. In light of these approaches the studies in this review fall under two explanations reflecting the needs and estimates of this research. The explanations now discussed below include an ecological approach and the changing age structure approach.

ECOLOGICAL APPROACH TO NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION

The bulk of the studies in this review fall under this approach, which includes such parameters as population characteristics, social organization, technology, and environmental conditions.

Black (1975) conducted a mail and telephone survey of 260 cities in the United States with a population of over 50,000 inhabitants. Evidence of "private market" renovation of housing was observed in the inner-city areas of half of those cities. Many cities since the 1970s have also begun
to experience some economic changes that may have contributed to neighborhood revitalization (Black, 1975). The most dramatic development in the service industries of some central cities occurred in the corporate and financial sectors, where corporate and bank officials have begun to appreciate inner-city business location because of the economic benefits and face-to-face contacts (Black, 1975). Between 1970 and 1978 office space accounted for 43% of the revitalizing areas in the core areas of twenty large American cities (Black, 1975).

Leven et al. (1976), in one of the most outstanding studies on St. Louis, asserted in an arbitrage model of neighborhood change and decline that black in-migration into a neighborhood signals a change in its housing occupancy. That is to say, lower-income residents were succeeding higher-income residents. Put in another way, household utility has a direct positive relationship on neighborhood income and negative effect on the proportion of the non-white population. The arbitrage model states:

As the boundary moves into the erstwhile rich neighborhoods, housing formerly commanding a premium for its location near the high-income families no longer elicits that extra value; the income associated with the property declines, placing downward pressure on property values in the immediate area. Although it is true that there is no necessity for property to deteriorate with age, if income falls there will be fewer resources available for normal repairs. Maintenance is reduced because other property costs, such as taxes and mortgage payments, remain fixed. . . . Declining maintenance inexorably leads to deterioration in the housing quality.
The end of this cycle is abandoned housing. The boundary is pushed too far, driving the price of housing within the exclusively poor neighborhood so low that it is no longer able to meet the building code standards or such fixed costs as taxes and mortgage payments. The least expensive solution then is abandonment of the property. (Leven et al., 1976, pp. 39-40)

Little (1976) used a hedonic pricing index to estimate neighborhood filtering against "bundles" of housing characteristics that included structural, neighborhood, and local public sector characteristics in a sample of thirty-two census tracts in the city of St. Louis. Neighborhood characteristics, especially income class, significantly influenced residential preference rankings. The study further revealed that residential changes in the short run were significantly affected by racial change.

Lipton (1977) studied twenty large cities across the country to determine if the core areas of those cities showed any significant increase in high-status neighborhoods. Statistically significant evidence of neighborhood revitalization activity, as measured by the rapid increase in administrative or white-collar jobs, was observed in half the sample.

James (1977) used data derived from the Census Bureau survey of residential alterations and maintenance to estimate inner-city housing market reinvestment. Evidence of increased revitalization activity--based on changes in home values, rents, and home improvement expenditure--was observed in the sample.
The National Urban Coalition (1978), in a forty-four city survey of realtors, government officials, and local informants knowledgeable on revitalization activity, made the following observation: Nearly 50% of the neighborhoods in the survey sample that had a significant minority population before the beginning of revitalization began to experience a decline in their minority numbers at the end of the revitalization process. The decline in the minority population in the study area was attributed to gentrification.

Clay (1978) found that 50% of a total of 105 revitalizing neighborhoods examined in different cities were located within one mile from the central business districts and exhibited one or more of the following neighborhood qualities that enhance revitalization: high elevation, like Seattle's Capitol Hill and Cincinnati's Mount Adams located on hillsides; proximity to coastal, river or lake areas, such as Philadelphia's Queen Village, Boston's North End, and Portland's Front Avenue located on or near waterfronts; and public parks and historic landmarks. He further revealed that 75% of the neighborhoods studied had buildings that were over 75 years old—a finding consistent with the hypothesis that housing quality, especially its architecture, enhanced revitalization. Areas that have experienced revitalization, the study further revealed, had either single-family detached housing units or town houses.
Clay (1979) conducted a similar survey of 105 neighborhoods from thirty of the largest cities in the country, and his findings were even much stronger. About forty-eight neighborhoods, representing 46%, experienced neighborhood change as a result of "incumbent upgrading," while the remaining neighborhoods, representing 54%, experienced gentrification.

Laska and Spain (1979) documented a profile of renovators in New Orleans, a southern city believed to have experienced extensive inner-city revitalization, to test the hypothesis that the renovation of housing in the inner city by both the middle- and upper-income residents may contribute to neighborhood revitalization. The profile included the socioeconomic characteristics of the residents and other neighborhood factors.

The major factor listed by respondents in that study for selecting residence in the inner city was neighborhood attractiveness. The second factor listed by respondents was architectural design. About 9% of the respondents listed nearness to work (Black, 1975) as a factor, compared to 30% of the respondents listing neighborhood attractiveness and 24% of the respondents listing architectural design. Additionally, 38% of the respondents (including high-income professionals with families) considered suburban neighborhoods to be unattractive. Another 27% of the sample (including college-educated middle-income residents and
young couples) considered suburban housing units to be unattractive for their tastes. The expression of dissatisfaction by the respondents with suburban neighborhoods may suggest that the renovators' traditional values negate what Warner (1962) described as "the search for the rural ideal," which earlier led to the flight of the affluent from the inner-city neighborhoods into the suburbs.

The findings by Laska and Spain (1979) seem to further suggest a subtle interest and desire by college-educated middle-class residents to opt for the inner-city areas which were considered unattractive during the urban renewal activity of the 1950s and 1960s. Since homeownership was considered by some residents as a means of providing a hedge against inflation (Schill and Nathan, 1983), the findings also underscore the long-term desire by American households to buy their own homes in the inner-city at fairly affordable prices as opposed to the more expensive suburban homes. Although the proportion of American households owning their own homes increased from 55% in the 1950s to 65% in the early 1970s (HUD, 1979), since the 1980s the homeownership proportion has continued to decline for reasons which may have political and economic underpinnings.

Kern (1979) investigated the incomes and household composition of residents in three areas of New York that included central Manhattan and its inner ring, the suburban-like outer area of New York, and the actual suburbs of New
York. It was observed that unrelated individuals living together were more likely to live in central Manhattan. In comparing high-income residents of central Manhattan with high-income residents of its suburbs by census tract, it was also found that different household types lived in the central city. For example, single-person households, households comprised of married couples with no children under eighteen years, and households that included adults with at least some years of college education lived together in the same neighborhoods. Kern (1979) concluded that the two factors accounting for the selection of intra-urban residential location by young, educated, single and married households were nearness to workplace (Black, 1975; Lipton, 1977) and consumer preference.

Sternlieb and Hughes (1979), in a study of demographic trends in a sample of selected metropolitan areas to evaluate the speculation of a rapid resurgence of an urban middle class in revitalized areas, postulated the following: The demand for central city transportation was a function of its resident population—especially its reflection in the demand for housing—of non-resident workers, as well as non-residents attracted to the inner city for the non-job related facilities it offers. The study revealed that a few urban resettlement activities were observed in some central city neighborhoods with economics catering to young
white-collar workers who had been lured into such areas by a "unique" housing stock amenable to efforts of renovation. These two elements were influenced by strong transportation modes. The study, however, warned against the contention of American cities experiencing a complete back-to-the-city trend because of a few isolated revitalization efforts in the following statement:

It is difficult not to acknowledge the harsh reality that a new town may be evolving into--the gentrified neighborhood--but at most it is relatively slender, much too limited to support and bring back with it the aging entities that we call central cities. (Sternlieb and Hughes, 1979, p. 634)

Spain (1980) examined how low-income black households are being gentrified by higher income white households in a study that utilized data on population shifts as a proxy for reinvestment. It was found that between 1973 and 1976 the proportion of the housing units in which gentrification had occurred was twice the proportion of housing units in which a similar process had occurred between 1967 and 1971.

Black (1980), in a mail and telephone study of a sample of cities with a population of 150,000 inhabitants each, observed that revitalization as defined by the private market renovation of housing, had spread to 86% of the sample.

De Giovanni (1983) documented the magnitude and extent of neighborhood revitalization initiated by private market activity and identified the effects of such activity on the
housing stock as well as on the neighborhood residents. The sample consisted of one non-revitalizing and two revitalizing neighborhoods selected from the cities of San Francisco, Denver, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Hartford, and Philadelphia. The attributes used to monitor neighborhood changes over time included sales volume, sales prices, speculative sales, the conversion of properties from rental status to owner-occupancy, and the socioeconomic composition of the neighborhood. The findings suggested that the changes in revitalizing areas were found to be discontinuous and abrupt rather than following an orderly pattern or sequence as some of the stage models of revitalization had suggested. Much of the fluctuation in private market activity, as well as the changes observed in the indicators, were found to reflect the effect of the national recession in housing of the mid-1970s.

Lee and Mergenhagen (1984) used block-level as well as tract-level data to monitor neighborhood changes in a sample of five Nashville neighborhoods after the occurrence of revitalization and the reversals of prior trends. The findings revealed evidence of demographic and housing market changes in the study area. The changes represented "continuations" of the revitalization process of the mid-1970s rather than "turnarounds" or "reversals" of patterns that were reminiscent of the 1960s.
Lee et al. (1985) compared revitalizing and non-revitalizing neighborhoods of Washington, D.C. to determine how the arrival of white-collar households in selected neighborhoods of Washington, D.C. disrupted their racial and socioeconomic composition over time. It was found that between 1970 and 1980 the number of black residents in revitalizing areas in the city core sharply dropped from 69.7% to 56.6%; the number of owner-occupied housing units in the core area surpassed that in adjacent or peripheral areas of the city; although the level of racial segregation changed very little in the city as a whole, racial residential segregation was found to have declined more rapidly in the city core than in other neighborhoods within the District. The study concluded that between 1970 and 1980 the revitalizing core area of Washington, D.C. showed a proliferation of white-collar residents but less segregation.

Elliott et al. (1985), in a study of St. Louis, used factors associated with neighborhood decline to explain how and why maintenance and investment expenditures across neighborhoods vary and to challenge the arbitrage model (Leven et al., 1976). First, the problem of neighborhood decline was overstated by the arbitrage model because of the assumption that neighborhood decline was exclusively the outcome of race and income factors. Second, the model also implied that maintenance and other capital project spending was bound to decrease as a result of the race and income
factors (Leven et al., 1976). To the contrary, Elliott et al. (1985) found that diseconomies such as code enforcement and crime accounted for more of the variation in maintenance and investment spending than the race and income factors.

London et al. (1986) combined data from a national survey on the presence of gentrification and data from the Permanent Community Sample for forty-eight of fifty-one cities to determine which explanation posited in the literature provided the strongest support for explaining gentrification. The explanations include demographic, ecological, sociocultural, and political-economic factors. The findings were consistent with the postulated hypotheses. On the whole, the political-economic explanation provided the strongest empirical support for explaining why some cities are targeted for gentrification while others are not.

Lee (1986) examined 3,303 census tracts in fifty-eight American cities to monitor the decline in the numbers of black residents between 1970 and 1980 as a result of gentrification. It was observed that 30.5% of the tracts in the sample showed a decline during the decade as a result of gentrification. While the decline in the numbers of blacks in 83 of 86 census tracts in Los Angeles was the result of the increased growth in the Hispanic population, in the rest of the cities in the sample the result was due to whites displacing blacks.
Goodman (1988) used a national sample of home owners and renters derived from the Annual Housing Survey (AHS) to develop an econometric model to assess the effects of income, price of housing, tenure choice, and housing demand on changes in neighborhoods. The empirical results showed that the demand for housing reflected the interaction of all four attributes. In the tenure choice equations, income and price elasticities exerted major effects. The effects of the sociodemographic variables were found to be both complex and mixed and were discounted.

Bond and Coulson (1989) developed a model to analyze the process of neighborhood change. They postulated that while the value of housing is positively related to the percentage of higher income households, the aging of housing units that eventually filter down to lower income residents becomes an externality. This causes the neighborhood to alter its racial composition in the direction of lower income residents. The study noted two ways in which the externality effect manifests itself. First, it can cause a reduction in the neighborhood incomes and housing values that can drive other higher income neighborhood residents. Second, the presence of low-income residents may result in a postponement of the replacement of older housing units with new housing, thereby resulting in a higher proportion of low-income housing units in the area.
Dubin and Sung (1990) employed a non-nested test to determine which set of neighborhood characteristics adequately explains the variations in housing prices. The race factor and socioeconomic characteristics were found to be more important determinants of neighborhood quality than the quality of public services.

CHANGING AGE STRUCTURE AND NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION

Henig (1980) employed a census tract-level analysis in a study identifying factors related to gentrification in the following American cities: Cincinnati, Dayton, Louisville, Memphis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Oklahoma, Rochester, and St. Paul. The data for the study were derived from the R.L. Polk and Company’s Profiles of Change, and the data provided a longitudinal profile of certain demographic changes taking place at the tract level in each of the cities in the sample.

The study showed that most of these cities were not experiencing significant gentrification as measured by changes in the numbers of professional-headed households, but rather the cities were experiencing an out-migration pattern and decline in professional and retired households. However, a relationship between immigration of professional households and an out-migration of retired people at the tract level was found. The relationship was more significant in tracts located near the central business districts.
Moreover, the type of neighborhood change that is usually associated with gentrification was observed in only a few of the cities included in the sample. That trend was found to be more prevalent in older neighborhoods in the inner cities which also had a considerable proportion of older housing units targeted for rehabilitation.

Henig (1981), in a follow-up study to assess residential mobility trends in a sample of nine cities in the country, made the following observations. The settlement of younger, wealthier and better educated elite in the inner-city neighborhoods represented a threat of displacement of elderly residents; the gentrification-induced displacement process in the study areas occurred because the immigration of professional households was more likely to occur in census tracts with a relatively high proportion of retired households that were closer to the central business districts.

Hodge (1981) conducted a survey of 1,269 persons to estimate the extent of revitalization and its effects on the residents of Seattle, a rapidly growing city characterized by low vacancy rates, high cost of living, and often referred to as "America's most liveable city." In addition to the survey, the study also employed a census-tract level analysis of residential change by using R.L. Polk data as well as real estate speculations. The following observation was made: Inner-city revitalization was not confined to
specific neighborhoods, but rather was the outcome of general market conditions. In other words, the neighborhood changes in Seattle can be described as a filtering-up process caused by a depressed housing market that was unable to keep pace with housing demand; the significant demand for housing in the central city was caused by the formation of new households in the city, as well as by the decreased mobility rates to the suburbs rather than to in-migration of residents from the suburbs; and the displacement rates in Seattle were exceptionally high and affected every socioeconomic and geographical group.

Laska et al. (1982) assessed neighborhood changes as measured by the existence of real estate activity (real estate transfer sales), the extent of such activity, and the peak year of the occurrence of such activity. These measures were estimated against sixty-eight inner-city census tracts in New Orleans from nineteen housing and socioeconomic as well as locational factors of the census tracts. Two factors—a higher owner-occupied housing rate and the age of the housing unit—were found to be more predictive of revitalization activity than the remaining factors. Neighborhoods that were not experiencing this process were those located closer to public housing projects. As suggested by Clay (1979), "dire poverty"—as it is symbolically reflected in public housing projects—is avoided by renovators.
Schill and Nathan (1983) provided a model of neighborhood revitalization that borrowed heavily from the works of Pattison (1977), Goetze et al. (1977), Gale (1977), the National Urban Coalition (1978) and Clay (1979). The model postulated that revitalizing neighborhoods go through three stages of change. In stage one households comprised of young, single persons or childless couples who are employed in artistic and design fields buy and renovate homes within a few blocks of a neighborhood that is declining. More often than not, the households are trying to seek or establish a community that is free from social pressures usually encountered in a more homogeneous community. The households are lured into these neighborhoods by the housing they offer and mix well with existing residents.

In the second stage, as the neighborhood is discovered by the news media and realtors, homes are purchased and resold without being renovated, and more confidence is placed in the neighborhood. The households moving into the neighborhood during this stage are comprised of mostly career-oriented persons, like teachers and lawyers. These in-migrants do not mix as easily as their predecessors in stage one. They very often run into conflicts with their neighbors over such issues as noise and crime. The increasing desirability of the neighborhood at this stage causes tensions to rise over increasing rents and property taxes.
In the third and final stage of the reinvestment process, most of the housing units in the neighborhood are renovated and the number of original tenants is greatly reduced. The migrants moving into this type of neighborhood are described as "risk averse" (Pattison, 1977; Gale, 1977). They usually comprised of older married couples with children moving from the suburbs and are employed as professionals and managers. Unlike the in-migrants in stages one and two the in-migrants in stage three are concerned with value preservation as well as organizing to prevent zoning alterations and subsidized housing projects in their neighborhood.

Gale (1984) employed a tract-level analysis to determine the extent to which there has been consistency in the direction of change occurring in the neighborhoods of the cities of San Francisco, Denver, Cincinnati, Atlanta, and Washington D.C. between 1970 and 1980. The sample included a wide range of demographic, socioeconomic, and locational factors. The findings of the study were found to be mixed in terms of which neighborhood was gaining or losing gentrifiers at the expense of the other. However, an increase in the numbers of gentrifier households in the inner-city neighborhoods of the five cities known to have experienced revitalization was observed. The revitalizing areas were also observed to have attracted quite a sizeable proportion of newcomers, especially young adults in the twenty-five to
thirty-four age cohort. At the same time the numbers of long-term area residents were noted to be rapidly decreasing.

In summary, neighborhood revitalization, a phenomenon believed to have begun in the mid-1970s, has varied from one community to another due to the different historical, physical, demographic or social composition of each community. It is this variation which has given rise to a body of literature reflecting demographic, ecological, sociocultural and political-economic ramifications to explain the process (London et al., 1986). In most of the metropolitan areas where the process has been documented, for every neighborhood that may be experiencing revitalization another neighborhood may be experiencing disinvestment. However, the models discussed in this literature review are considered germane to this study, and they provide a sufficient theoretical framework for comparing structural changes in the inner-city neighborhoods of Portland as well as predicting revitalization.

Although the literature tends to reveal a variety of plausible explanations for the gentrification process, the studies reviewed for this research hinge upon two broad tenets—ecological (with emphasis on such parameters as population and neighborhood characteristics, social organization, and technology) and age structure. These studies tend to provide a further insight into the gentrification
process in order to enhance the predictions of developments in the near future, as well as enhancing policy formulation as it relates to urban housing policy.

But gentrification has been and continues to be a controversial subject due to the fact that it is both a political as well as an economic issue which has led, in some instances, to a conflict of interests in the urban landscape. To conclude that a knowledge of such a controversial subject as provided by the findings of these studies is adequate to enhance the prediction of future policy developments would be an overstatement. At best the studies reviewed in this research have aided in the replication of future studies on gentrification which will help in the understanding of how policies related to effecting neighborhood change have only benefited one group of city residents or neighborhood at the expense of the other.

In the next chapter the conceptual development of the methodology is discussed.
CHAPTER IV

METHODOLOGY

Before embarking upon the discussion of the methodology for this research it is worthwhile to provide the reader with a brief review of the positive steps that were undertaken to combat the forces of time and change through neighborhood revitalization in the city of Portland.

Visible evidence of neighborhood decline in the early 1950s manifested itself by the incursion of commercial as well as industrial activities into what were considered as Portland's nice residential neighborhoods.

But an earlier attempt by concerned policy-makers and planners to revitalize the declining Thurman/Vaughn Street neighborhood in Northwest Portland in the early 1950s failed. That failure was attributed to the lack of a planning agency that would coordinate planning decisions with the input from neighborhood residents (Abbott, 1983).

However, the failure of the Thurman/Vaughn Street project saw the creation in 1958 of the PDC, which was entrusted the task of revitalizing the city's core and its surrounding neighborhoods.
Since the creation of the PDC several revitalization projects such as the South Auditorium, the Albina Project, Emmanuel Hospital Urban Renewal Project, Lair Hill-Corbett-Terwilliger Project, and the new Convention Center were undertaken and completed by the PDC.

The formation of the PDC also witnessed the rise in the 1960s and 1970s of several neighborhood associations around the city of Portland that served as advocacy groups that brought pressure to bear upon the PDC in terms of which projects the agency should embark upon.

The creation of the PDC and the creation of various neighborhood associations around the city of Portland underscore two major things. First, the problem of neighborhood decline was no longer just a problem of the larger and older American cities; even a smaller and younger city like Portland was also a victim to the forces of time and change. Second, policy-makers, planners, and private citizens were concerned about this problem in the city of Portland.

The revitalization activity undertaken by the PDC is an ongoing process described by housing market analysts in a variety of terms. Such terms as neighborhood change, gentrification, private market residential rehabilitation, filtering, and "back-to-the-city movement," to mention but a few, have been used to describe such inner-city neighborhood housing renovation activity.
Despite these research efforts, the literature still remains weak in terms of the urban structural impacts of the revitalization phenomenon (Lee et al., 1985). In light of this, the present study should be seen as yet another contribution in that direction by employing a number of structural characteristics to explain neighborhood change over a period of time.

The following research hypotheses assessing the urban structural characteristics influencing neighborhood change in the city of Portland between 1970 and 1980 are formulated and discussed.

**HYPOTHESES**

**Hypothesis 1**

Distance from the CBD is negatively related to neighborhood revitalization. Several studies in the literature have used the distance variable in explaining urban spatial residential patterns with reference to neighborhood change. The models include Sjaastad (1962), Gallaway et al. (1967), and Greenwood (1969, 1970). The rationale for using the distance variable is that migration or mobility is considered a function of moving cost which has a monetary and non-monetary element (Greenwood and Gormely, 1971). The monetary element is comprised of both the actual transportation costs and the opportunity cost. The non-monetary element, on the other hand, refers to the psychological
costs resulting from an individual's refusal to relocate to an unfamiliar neighborhood, leaving friends and relatives behind (Greenwood and Gormely, 1971). Therefore, distance in these respects becomes a proxy for economic as well as non-economic factors. In retrospect, because of economic constraints, young, educated, single adults and childless couples especially, employed in middle-class professional jobs will opt for a central city residential location in order to be closer to their places of work and to defray transportation as well as fuel costs. Assuming this is the case, the shorter the travelling distance, the greater the incidence of neighborhood revitalization. Inversely, the greater the distance from i to j, the less the incidence of neighborhood revitalization.

Other spatial residential location models often make reference to the economic models or the "bid rent curve" models of Alonso (1969), Mills (1972), and Muth (1972) which assume that, because most employment opportunities are found in the core of central cities, it is incumbent upon those residents who want to be closer to the work place to make trade-offs between living in the suburbs and having easy accessibility to the CBD (Schill and Nathan, 1983).

**Hypothesis 2**

Education is positively related to neighborhood revitalization. Since no direct measure of the growth of
service industries in the core of the city was undertaken, it was assumed that given the relatively high proportion of highly educated households in the service industries catering for white collar administrative and managerial jobs, the education variable would be an appropriate proxy. The expectation is that the more highly educated the adult population of the city, the greater its economic viability; that is, the greater the chances in employment opportunities and the greater the investment potential in terms of the highly educated personnel investing in housing in the inner-city neighborhoods. In other words, it is assumed that highly educated households have the potential to make an investment contribution in housing, especially the children of the post-war baby boom who want to own their own homes at a time when the production of new housing was low and the price of suburban housing units was very high (James, 1977; Goetze et al., 1977). Therefore, the greater the proportion of high status professional households, the greater the incidence of neighborhood change.

This being the case, a reverse neighborhood change in the inner-city neighborhoods becomes even more probable and thus challenges or prompts the modification of the conventional filtering trend of white-to-black neighborhood change (Burgess, 1925; Leven et al., 1976). The reverse black-to-white neighborhood change or reverse filtering may, ceteribus paribus, reflect the success or failure of housing
programs aimed at addressing the problem of neighborhood decline (Lee, 1986). Examples of models of the reverse filtering concept in the literature include Spain et al. (1982), Gale (1984), and Lee et al. (1985).

Hypothesis 3

Race is negatively related to neighborhood revitalization. Among neighborhood revitalization theorists race has become one of the most extensively used variables in predicting neighborhood change. For example, neighborhood succession models assume that as blacks move into an adjacent neighborhood the movement signals the change of that neighborhood from high status households to low status black households (Burgess, 1925; Leven et al., 1976; Clay, 1979). Eventually the influx of the black residents will force the "affluent" to move from the inner city to the periphery in order to consume more space than they would normally at the city core. Then, the low-income black residents will move in high densities and occupy the housing units the affluent leave behind (Schill and Nathan, 1983). As a result of the relatively high presence of blacks in the neighborhood, renovators tend to avoid such areas or the neighborhoods may simply become of less interest in the gentrifier's scale of preference (Clay, 1979).

But by the same token the discovery of inner-city neighborhood revitalization during the mid-1970s seems to
have rendered the traditional models of neighborhood revitalization to criticism by other urban theorists, especially the proponents of the displacement hypothesis (Lee et al., 1985). The hypothesis states that the proportion of black residents in a neighborhood will decline with the advent of revitalization (Lee et al., 1985). The economic justification for this hypothesis is contained in the models of Zeitz (1979), Sumka (1979), and Schill and Nathan (1983).

**Hypothesis 4**

The unemployment rate which is employed as a proxy for neighborhood crime will be negatively related to neighborhood revitalization. Some revitalization theorists (Elliott et al., 1985; Laska et al., 1982) have employed actual measures of crime or proxies of crime to predict neighborhood revitalization. The economic rationale for the selection of crime as an indicator of neighborhood change is that it tends to increase maintenance expenditure due to increased property abuse as well as neighborhood vandalism, especially in areas with a strict code enforcement policy. Assuming this is the case, property values tend to decline gradually to the point where uncertainty increases with respect to the future of property values in that neighborhood. The feeling of uncertainty leads to a lack of neighborhood commitment, which in turn reduces the desire of
other residents to even remain and revitalize the area. Therefore, neighborhood unemployment will have negative expectations.

Hypothesis 5

Owner-occupied housing will be positively related to neighborhood revitalization. In the absence of speculative property sales which are sometimes employed as an indicator of neighborhood change (Zeitz, 1979), the use of owner-occupied housing to determine whether neighborhoods that have experienced revitalization are characterized by a significant increase in the proportion of owner-occupied housing has become popular among such revitalization theorists as Zeitz (1979), Laska et al. (1982), and Elliott et al. (1985).

Homeowners generally tend to have a vested interest in their own neighborhoods for two reasons. First, the neighborhood is regarded as a place to live, and second, the home or the dwelling unit is regarded as a capital investment. In essence, homeowners have both a monetary stake and a psychological investment in their neighborhood to the point that their commitment and belief in the future of their neighborhood becomes even much greater (Varady, 1986). If this is the case, an increase in the proportion of homeownership is indicative of an improvement in the
neighborhood. By the same token a decline in the proportion of homeownership may indicate a decline in the neighborhood.

Hypothesis 6

The percent of elderly residents will be negatively related to neighborhood revitalization. Among revitalization theorists a higher proportion of elderly residents within a given neighborhood may be indicative of neighborhood decline assuming that this element of the city population is of low or moderate income. The image of the elderly in some aspects of the literature has been considerably negative. Many see the elderly as individuals who are socially isolated and living in deteriorating housing units and often subjected to street crime (Varady, 1986). Additionally, many of the elderly subsist on fixed incomes from social security or pensions and that even with costs of living increases from the government they will still find it difficult to cope with inflationary costs of housing. Presumably, the elderly are believed to have a much greater housing cost burden than the non-elderly (Varady, 1986).

By and large, elderly homeowners are incapable or less able to provide "sweat equity," thereby causing their units to deteriorate faster than the housing units of younger residents. Moreover, elderly rental residents are also less mobile and thus demand fewer services from their landlords. As a result the landlords tend to provide lower quality
maintenance or basic maintenance of the rental units and thereby causing such units to deteriorate further. Based on these conditions the homes of the elderly become less desirable among renovators (Varady, 1986).

**Hypothesis 7**

The percentage of housing units built in 1939 or earlier will be negatively related to neighborhood revitalization. While some researchers have often stressed demographic indicators affecting neighborhood change, others have stressed the structural characteristics of the housing unit. For example, it is believed that as the age of the housing stock increases, the need for maintenance also increases. Additionally, the probability of the housing stock becoming technologically obsolete increases. The two conditions do suggest neighborhood decline in terms of the housing stock wearing out at a much faster rate and becoming less functional than the new stock in other neighborhoods (Varady, 1986).

However, changes in the housing market characterized by low production levels of new housing units since 1974 and the price of new suburban housing units reaching astronomical proportions have created a renewed interest in the existing housing stock in the inner-city neighborhoods (James, 1977). In retrospect, older housing units which carry low property values at the first stage of the
revitalization process and can be renovated at cheaper costs (De Giovanni, 1983) have become more desirable among young middle-class professional couples and individuals (Clay, 1979; Laska and Spain, 1979; Gale, 1980). First-time home buyers of the baby-boom age cohort are also attracted to these older housing units (London et al., 1986). The changes in the housing market as well as the demographic and social changes provide a justification for the quality of the neighborhood housing stock hypothesis and the reverse filtering concept.

**Hypothesis 8**

The percentage of housing units lacking plumbing facilities is positively related to neighborhood revitalization. This is another aspect of the structural characteristic of the housing unit that has been employed by revitalization theorists to develop a hypothesis based on the quality of the neighborhood housing stock and the reverse of the filtering concept. Demand for housing with an architectural appeal among first-home buyers has increased since the mid-1970s. The demand for this type of housing unit has also led to landlords arbitrarily increasing their rents, evicting tenants, and converting multi-family rental units to single-family homes in the wake of revitalization (Lee et al., 1985).
Hypothesis 9

The median number of rooms per dwelling unit is positively related to neighborhood revitalization. This hypothesis is concerned with the quality of the neighborhood housing stock and the reverse of the invasion-succession or filtering concept (Burgess, 1925). Interest in housing units that can be renovated at cheaper costs and housing with suitable room arrangements (Clay, 1979; De Giovanni, 1983) has increased for reasons already discussed in the seventh and eighth hypotheses. Laska and Spain (1979) used socioeconomic characteristics of the residents and housing quality factors to monitor neighborhood change in a New Orleans sample. Respondents listed the quality of the neighborhood as the major reason for selecting inner-city locations. The second reason listed was housing quality.

The hypotheses discussed in this research were developed from the various approaches posited in the literature. Since the explanations themselves are not mutually exclusive but rather hinge upon a number of factors focused on by some researchers, it is hoped that by incorporating different plausible explanations a reasonable insight into the problem of neighborhood change would be achieved in this research.

DATA AND METHODS

The data for this research were obtained primarily from Census Tracts Reports for the periods 1970 and 1980 on the
Census of Population and Housing Characteristics provided by the U.S. Census Bureau. Other sources included the Metropolitan Service District Data Source Center Publications on neighborhood information profiles by Census Tracts, 1970-1980. Another Metropolitan Service District Data Source was the Regional Fact Book that contained information on demographic, employment and land development trends in the five districts of the city of Portland. From the City the sources were a data summary provided by the City and the urban renewal report of the Portland City Club and the PDC.

The sample consists of 117 census tracts located in the city of Portland. A total of 12 variables—3 dependent and 9 independent—were developed from the 1970 and 1980 census data. The three dependent variables were employed as measures reflecting structural changes implied in the research hypotheses.

Since the objective of this research is to determine the structural changes associated with neighborhood revitalization in the city of Portland between 1970 and 1980, the following procedure with respect to transforming the values for the dependent variables was used. For example, the ratio value for every census tract for each measure was obtained by relating the change in income for the census tract to that of the city for each period. The difference in income obtained thus becomes the value for that census tract. The values derived through this method, which was
first developed by Fisher and Winnick (1951) and later used by Toulan (1960), it should be emphasized, are ratios rather than absolute values.

DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Three dependent variables—change in the median household income, change in the median home value, and change in the median contract rent for all the census tracts—were selected as measures of neighborhood change in the study area between 1970 and 1980.

The measures comprised of the ratio differences obtained from the following procedure. For each dependent variable the change in the housing element for the unit (census tract) was related to the change in the same element for the city, for example, the difference between the median household income for the tract relative to the median household income for the city in 1980 and the same income for the tract relative to that of the city in 1970. The ratios thus obtained through this procedure represent the values for the variables. These ratios may have negative, positive or zero values.

Median Household Income

This variable was measured as follows:

\[ \frac{I_a''}{I_m''} - \frac{I_a'}{I_m'} = i'' - i' \]  \( (1) \)

where
Household income is a factor that is generally acceptable in empirical studies as being a measure of multidimensional concepts. Some observers believe that neighborhoods with higher income households are likely to reinvest in older housing units close to the CBD. Because of their strong financial standing, they are capable of meeting repair and maintenance costs of older housing units as opposed to residents in low-income areas who are constrained by their low financial status.

**Median Home Value**

The change in median home value was measured as follows:

\[
Ha''/Hm'' - Ha'/Hm' = h'' - h' \ldots (2)
\]

where

- \( Ha' = \) Median home value of tract, 1970
- \( Ha'' = \) Median home value of tract, 1980
- \( Hm' = \) Median city home value, 1970
- \( Hm'' = \) Median city home value, 1980

This variable was also operationalized as a multidimensional concept. For example, the demand for housing in a neighborhood that has reached some degree of respectability may increase, which in turn may encourage absentee
landlords or property owners to raise rents or home values (Lee et al., 1985). Other changes like tenant eviction, as well as the conversion of some rental housing units to single-family occupancy, which are considered to signal neighborhood revitalization, may also occur (Lee et al., 1985).

Median Rent

This index of neighborhood revitalization was measured as follows:

\[
\frac{R_a''}{R_m'} = \frac{R_a'}{R_m'} = r'' - r' \quad . \quad (3)
\]

where

- \(R_a'\) = Median rent of tract, 1970
- \(R_a''\) = Median rent of tract, 1980
- \(R_m'\) = Median city rent, 1970
- \(R_m''\) = Median city rent, 1980

For each dependent variable or neighborhood revitalization index, if the ratio differential has a negative value then that particular tract or neighborhood is declining or filtering down; if the ratio differential has a positive value, then the neighborhood is rising or filtering up; and if the ratio differential has a zero value, then the neighborhood is stable.

The patterns or trends resulting from the ratio methods for each index are discussed in the next chapter.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

There are nine structural indicators designated as independent variables representing the existing conditions in the study area at the beginning of the 1970 decade. These conditions at the start of the decade were developed from the 1970 census data for the city of Portland. These nine structural indicators of neighborhood revitalization were derived from locational, demographic, and housing characteristics and operationalized as follows.

Locational Factor

For this study the distance from the mid-point of the CBD measured in feet on the 1970 census tract of the city of Portland was selected for the following reasons. First, renovators are typically young, employed in middle-class professional positions in central city businesses and may prefer inner-city residence in order to be closer to their places of work. Second, renovators are typically childless and thus less concerned about the quality of schools, playgrounds and other recreational facilities for children. Third, renovators may opt for inner-city residence in order to be close to cultural facilities.
Demographic Factors

The set of variables selected from this category are education, race, age structure, unemployment, and owner-occupied housing units.

**Education.** This variable was operationalized as the percent of persons aged 25 years and older with four or more years of college education. It was included in the tract-level analysis as a measure of social status. Research on neighborhood revitalization has found a consistent pattern in the level of educational achievement among those living in revitalized inner-city neighborhoods (Laska and Spain, 1979).

**Race.** This variable was operationalized as the percent of blacks living in the study area in 1970. Other minority groups such as Hispanics, American Indians and Vietnamese were excluded because their numbers may not have been significant during the study period.

The choice of this structural factor is to complement the filtering concept--white-to-black as well as the black-to-white succession in revitalizing neighborhoods.

In housing market analysis relocations are believed to occur in response to changes in the expected utility of given locations (Leven et al., 1976). For example, the greater the proportion of blacks in an area, the greater the chances of succession occurring. In essence, neighborhoods with a large percent of black residents are avoided by
renovators because such neighborhoods are considered to be in decline (Clay, 1979).

**Age Structure.** This factor was operationalized as the percent of persons aged 60 years or older living in the study area. This variable, in retrospect, represents the elderly element of the population in the study area that comprised of retirees subsisting on fixed incomes, and many of whom live in public housing projects considered by renovators as a distraction (Varady, 1986).

**Unemployment.** This factor was proxied for crime, vandalism, and other diseconomies that may reduce the incidence of neighborhood revitalization.

**Owner-Occupied Housing.** This factor was operationalized as the percent of owner-occupied housing units in the study area. It was included to capture initial signs of reinvestment in housing that may be justified by the gradual increase in the percentage of housing units shifting to owner-occupancy. For example, the purchase and subsequent repair of homes by "risk-oblivious middle-class persons" (De Giovanni, 1983) in neighborhoods previously considered undesirable encourages other people to invest in that neighborhood to help reshape it. Clay (1979) identified two types of neighborhoods--upgrading and gentrifying. Renovations in neighborhoods that are upgrading are being undertaken by the current residents, while improvements in
neighborhoods that are gentrifying are being undertaken by in-movers who buy and rehabilitate homes.

**Housing Factors**

The parameters proxied for the quality of the residential neighborhood as well as the quality of housing were as follows. First, the age of the dwelling unit was operationalized as the percent of all dwelling units built in 1939 or earlier. Second, the median number of rooms per dwelling unit in a building. Third, the percent of all housing units lacking some or all plumbing facilities. These parameters were included to capture other conceptual dimensions such as the demand for architecturally appealing housing units at the onset of neighborhood revitalization and the notion of sustained maintenance production (Elliott et al., 1985).

Although style obsolescence becomes a secondary stimulus in inducing an appreciation of value, it is not uncommon to find older housing units being sought after because of their architectural uniqueness rather than new housing units (Smith, 1979).

The level of maintenance affects the value of a dwelling unit in the housing market (Elliott et al., 1985). Property owners are usually faced with making minor repairs as well as major repairs. Minor repairs like painting doors and window frames and interior decorating, must be done on a regular basis if a house is to retain its value. But major
repairs like replacing plumbing or electrical systems, replacing floor boards or roof, involve larger capital outlays and are done on a less regular basis (Smith, 1979).

REGRESSION MODELS

The research hypotheses are tested by the following regression models. Since there are three measures of neighborhood revitalization, comprised of the ratios for household income index, home value, and rent, each measure is regressed against the nine structural indicators comprised of the pre-existing conditions in 117 census tracts, developed from the 1970 census data for the city.

The sample of 117 census tracts represents five commercial districts of the city of Portland. Among the five districts, two districts--Northeast Portland and Southeast Portland--were selected to monitor varying structural impacts implied in the hypotheses in both areas. To enhance this procedure, two samples of 43 and 34 census tracts representing the inner Northeast and the inner Southeast were developed. Each sample contained the same set of three dependent and nine independent variables that were used in testing the hypotheses for the entire study area represented by the sample of 117 census tracts.

For the sample of 43 census tracts in Northeast Portland each dependent variable was regressed against the nine independent variables, resulting in three regression
equations for the sample. The same procedure was employed for the sample of 34 census tracts representing Southeast Portland and resulted in three equations for this sample.

The above regression methods resulted in the following stages of testing the postulated hypotheses. First, a correlation matrix containing means and standard deviations for the original research sample was developed. Second, the concepts implied in the postulated hypotheses were examined by assessing the relationship between each independent variable and dependent variable while holding the effects of the other variables constant. Third, the varying structural impacts of neighborhood revitalization within the two selected inner-city areas during the study period were estimated from the pooled cross-sectional results of the two samples.

The hypothesized relationships for each of the dependent variables or measures of neighborhood revitalization are expressed as follows:

\[ Y = a + b_1X_1 + b_2X_2 \ldots b_9X_9 + e \ldots (1, 2, 3) \]

where

- \( Y \) represents the measures of change in the median household income, median home value, and median rent in the inner-city neighborhoods of Portland, 1970 and 1980
- \( b_1, 2 \ldots n \) are the coefficients of \( X_1, 2 \ldots n \)
- \( X_1 \) is the distance from the CBD
X2 is the percent of persons aged 25 years and older with 4 or more years of college education.

X3 is the percent of the black population in the study area.

X4 is the percent of persons aged 60 years or older living in the study area.

X5 is the percent of all owner-occupied housing units in the study area.

X6 is the percent of unemployed persons in the study area.

X7 is the median number of rooms per housing unit in the study area.

X8 is the percent of housing units lacking some or all plumbing facilities.

X9 is the percent of housing units built in 1939 or earlier found in the study area.

e is the error term.

The products used for evaluating the variation among the variables in the cross-sectional regression analyses were the coefficient of determination (R^2), the estimated coefficient (unstandardized coefficients), the beta weights (standardized coefficients) and the significance of the t-ratio scores which are shown in parentheses in the reference tables.

The estimated coefficients measure the level of association between each predictor variable and the criterion.
variable. But it is sensitive to violation of homogeneity of variance in multivariate analysis of this kind. Therefore, the BETA, which is also referred to as the standardized coefficient and which adjusts for heterogeneity, is included to complement the cross-sectional regression analysis.

To be reported in conjunction with the $R^2$ is the standard error of the estimate (SEE). The SEE is considered a "summary statistic" that determines the spread of the residuals around the "line of best fit." Its value, in other words, reflects the degree of variance of the observed values from the perfect linear association.
CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter consists of three sections. The first section presents a descriptive analysis of the results of the ratio method which resulted in patterns or trends of declining neighborhoods (filtering down) for tracts with negative ratio values, rising neighborhoods (filtering up) for tracts with positive ratio values, and stable neighborhoods for tracts with zero values for each measure of neighborhood revitalization.

The second presents an in-depth analysis of the cross-sectional regression results developed by regressing the three measures of neighborhood revitalization—change in median household income, change in median home value, and change in median rent—against the nine urban structural indicators to test the postulated hypotheses for the sample of 117 census tracts representing the entire study area.

The third section provides analysis of the six cross-sectional regression results—three equations for the sample of 43 census tracts representing the inner Northeast district of Portland and three other equations for the sample of 34 census tracts representing the inner Southeast
district of Portland--developed by regressing the three dependent variables against the same nine predictor variables for each subsample for the period 1970-1980.

SECTION ONE: RESULTS OF THE RATIO METHOD

The ratio method discussed in the previous chapter for the 117 census tracts in the city sample produced varying ratio values for each measure of neighborhood change in the city of Portland. For example, the difference between the change in the median household income index for each census tract in the sample relative to the change in the household income for the city in 1970 and 1980 resulted into ratio differentials having either a positive, negative, or a zero value for each census tract. Similar ratio values for the census tracts were obtained for the median home value index as well as the median rent index. Based on these results, the following categorization of the tracts was made.

All census tracts with negative ratio values were considered to be in a state of decline. Census tracts with positive ratio values were considered to be revitalizing, and census tracts with zero ratio values were considered to be stable. This grouping translates into three distribution trends of neighborhood change in the city of Portland for each index of change between 1970 and 1980. The distribution patterns of each neighborhood change index are discussed below.
Neighborhood Revitalization Trends of the Income Index

Figure 2 shows the three patterns—declining, revitalizing, and stable—of neighborhood change for the income index between 1970 and 1980. Approximately 80% of the census tracts or neighborhoods in this sample index declined between 1970 and 1980. During the same period 16% of the remaining census tracts had revitalized and another 4% of the remainder remained stable.
Neighborhood Revitalization
Trends of the Home Value
Index

In Figure 3 the three neighborhood change patterns—declining, revitalizing, and stable—are shown. In this index 55% of the census tracts were at the threshold of decline or filtering down between 1970 and 1980 because of their negative ratio values. During the same period, 39% of the tracts in the sample index had declined or filtered and 6% of the remaining census tracts in the sample index remained stable.

Figure 3. Neighborhood change trends for the home value index: 1970-1980.
Neighborhood Revitalization
Trends of the Rent Index

Figure 4 shows the same neighborhood change trends—declining, revitalizing, and stable—for the rent index. While 57% of the census tracts in the sample declined or filtered down, another 39% of the census tracts revitalized or filtered up between 1970 and 1980. During the same period only 4% of the census tracts in the rent index of the sample remained stable.

Figure 4. Neighborhood change trends for the rent index: 1970-1980.
In all three measures of neighborhood revitalization for the sample of 117 census tracts, 64% of tracts declined between 1970 and 1980. During the same period, while 31% of the remaining census tracts revitalized, only 5% of the census tracts remained stable.

The discussion continues with the second stage of the analysis.

SECTION TWO: ANALYSIS OF THE REGRESSION MODELS FOR THE CITY SAMPLE

Since there are three dependent variables--change in median household income, change in median house value, and change in median rent--three regression equations were developed for testing the hypotheses.

For a brief review, the following postulations were made:

1. Travelling distance from the CBD will be negatively related to neighborhood revitalization. A large proportion of renovators often comprised of single individuals and childless couples are employed in middle-class professional jobs in central-city businesses. For these groups of people residential location preference is centrality to services and employment as well as commercial and cultural activities. In other words, it is assumed that the less the travelling distance, the greater the occurrence of neighborhood revitalization.
2. Education is expected to be positively related to neighborhood revitalization because of the investment contribution that the highly educated and high status residents are likely to make in inner-city neighborhoods.

3. The race factor is expected to exert a negative impact upon neighborhood revitalization. It is assumed that the movement of black residents into an inner-city neighborhood may be a reflection of that neighborhood being at the threshold of decline. Consequently, predominantly black neighborhoods are avoided by renovators (Clay, 1979) or simply become of less interest in the gentrifier's scale of preference.

4. By the same token the unemployment rate, used as a proxy for neighborhood crime, vandalism and other diseconomies, is expected to be negatively related to neighborhood revitalization. Since crime tends to preclude leisure activities in a neighborhood, renovators tend to avoid such areas.

5. The number of persons aged 60 years and over proxied for the elderly residents in the study area will be negatively related to neighborhood revitalization. Quite a considerable proportion of elderly residents subsist on fixed incomes and live in federally assisted public housing units. Neighborhoods with a mix of public housing units not only for the elderly but for other low-income groups are avoided by renovators (Clay, 1979).
6. The owner-occupied housing factor is expected to exert a positive impact on neighborhood revitalization. It is believed that inner-city areas that have experienced some revitalization activity at any given period of time tend to have a relatively higher proportion of owner-occupied housing units than non-revitalizing areas.

7. It is hypothesized that the age of the housing unit will be positively correlated with neighborhood revitalization. Older housing units tend to have an architectural uniqueness that sometimes appeals to renovators. Several studies on revitalization have empirically supported this speculation (Clay, 1979; Gale, 1980; Laska and Spain, 1980; Laska et al., 1982).

8. Plumbing is another structural factor proxied for neighborhood housing quality and is expected to be positively related to neighborhood revitalization. It is assumed that some housing units, despite the lack of plumbing facilities, are structurally strong and can be renovated at less expense.

9. The median number of rooms will also be positively correlated with neighborhood revitalization. This variable is proxied for neighborhood housing quality. It is believed that housing structures that are sometimes most valued by renovators are those that have a room arrangement that is suitable for them.
These variables were proxied for neighborhood as well as housing quality, especially its architectural appeal, to capture the reverse of the invasion-succession process (Burgess, 1925). The increasing demand for older but strong housing units led to an increase in rental prices, the conversion of rental units into single-family units, and an increase in property taxes (Lee et al., 1985).

With this brief review, the analyses now continue with a discussion of the descriptive measures and the multiple regression results obtained from the regression methods used to test the postulated hypotheses.

**Descriptive Measures**

Table I is a tabular presentation of a correlation matrix showing all zero-order level relationships among the independent variables.

The last two rows in Table I present means and standard deviations for the variables operationalized in the previous chapter. While the means are a measure of central tendency, the standard deviations provide a measure of dispersion.

For this study the measure of dispersion was considered relevant in determining the degree of skewness or the degree of deviation from symmetry exhibited by the frequency distribution. Besides, it is a more meaningful measure of dispersion because of its intuitive interpretation, being
### Table I

**Correlation Matrix with Means and Standard Deviations for Study Area**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.31</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>-.41</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>-.42</td>
<td>-.43</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>-.19</td>
<td>-.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Education</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.54</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.26</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Race</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>-.28</td>
<td>-.00</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Owner</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.36</td>
<td>-.45</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>-.41</td>
<td>-.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Age structure</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.39</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>-.00</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>-.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Unemployment</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>-.12</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Median no. of rms.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.70</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.39</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Plumbing</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Age of housing unit</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Median income ratio</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Median home value ratio</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Median rent ratio</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Means**

|      | 3.61 | 12.96 | 6.42 | 57.82 | 5.37 | 6.57 | 4.91 | 3.87 | 51.68 | -.34 | -.01 | -.24 |

**Standard dev.**

|      | 1.81 | 10.73 | 16.65 | 22.89 | 1.18 | 2.97 | .96  | 5.92 | 23.30 | 2.01 | .15  | 2.21 |
based on the same units as the original variable (Norman et al., 1975). As a measure of dispersion a low standard deviation indicates that the values of the individual observations are grouped close to the mean. Conversely, when the standard deviation is high, the values of the individual observations are spread over a wide area around the mean (Blalock, 1979).

The intuitive interpretation of the standard deviation as a measure of dispersion becomes meaningful when the proportion of observations falling under the normal curve is to be determined. For example, for one standard deviation we move to the right the area between the mean, and an ordinate drawn to that point is estimated to be .3413. Therefore, if we move one standard deviation on either side of the mean, the area between the two ordinates will be .6826, i.e., twice the area (.3413) between the mean and a single ordinate. This implies that 68% of the observations are within one standard deviation on either side of the mean. Similarly, for two standard deviations the area will be .4773, i.e., 95% of the observations are within two standard deviations, and 99% of the observations within three or more standard deviations.

The last row of Table I shows the standard deviations for all the variables included in the analysis. A close inspection of these variables shows that among the nine independent predictors, education, race, unemployment
owner-occupied housing units, plumbing, and the age of the housing unit have high standard deviations. Intuitively, 99% of the observations in the study area as impacted by these factors exhibited a normal distribution. Among the remaining independent predictors, distance and age structure have standard deviations of 1.81 and 1.18, respectively, and these translate to .4649 and .3810 as the areas between the ordinates on either side of the means for these factors. Intuitively, 92% of the observations in the study area as impacted by distance exhibited a normal distribution while 72% of the observations in the study area as impacted by age structure exhibited a normal distribution. But the median number of rooms factor, with \( S = .96 \), has little meaning.

In Table I, the last three columns (10, 11, and 12) provide mixed support in sign at the zero-order level for the postulated research hypotheses. However, it is the regression results of the three measures of neighborhood revitalization (presented later in Tables II, III, and IV) that provide an in-depth assessment of the impact of each structural characteristic in the sample of 117 inner-city census tracts of Portland.

The regression results of each index of neighborhood revitalization in the city of Portland are analyzed and discussed below.

**Regression Results of the Income Index.** With reference to Table II, the a priori expectations as reflected by the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance from the CBD</td>
<td>-.0065</td>
<td>-.0059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.039)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Percent of persons with four or more years of college education</td>
<td>.0093</td>
<td>.0495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.287)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Percent of black population</td>
<td>-.0322a</td>
<td>-.2664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-2.283)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Percent of owner-occupied housing units</td>
<td>.0238</td>
<td>.2715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.903)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Percent of persons aged 60 years and over</td>
<td>-.0519</td>
<td>-.0304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-.250)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Percent of persons unemployed</td>
<td>.0247</td>
<td>.0365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.258)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Median number of rooms per housing unit</td>
<td>-.2872</td>
<td>-.1376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-.432)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Percent of housing units lacking plumbing</td>
<td>.0482</td>
<td>-.1420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.967)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Percent of housing units built before 1939</td>
<td>.0012</td>
<td>.0138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.103)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE</td>
<td>.199</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** t-ratio scores in parentheses.

*aSignificant at the .05 level in a two-tailed test.*
signs of the estimated or unstandardized regression coefficients showed mixed support for the hypotheses. For example, seven factors—distance from the CBD, education, race, owner-occupied housing units, age structure, plumbing, and the age of the housing units—have the expected coefficient signs that are consistent with the hypotheses. Among these seven factors, race was the only structural indicator that strongly correlated with neighborhood revival because of its statistical significance at the .05 level.

The significant negative effect of the race factor suggests that the systematic revival trend observed in the city of Portland did not extend into predominantly black areas. The observed neighborhood revival in the city of Portland at the beginning of the 1970 decade was significant. Its functional significance may not be substantial compared to other older and larger cities like St. Louis or New Orleans. In these cities the best evidence of revival were isolated cases of neighborhood revival that captured the attention of the media, policy makers and planners, and other participants in the revitalization process. But the city of Portland was an exception. It may be the only city in the nation wherein a systematic neighborhood revival trend was observed at the start of the 1970 decade.

The outcome of the race factor also implies that the black population in the city of Portland at the start of the
decade was small. The question is, what happened to this population? Were blacks the victims of racism or discriminatory practices in the housing market or victims of involuntary displacement? Since the presence of racism is very difficult to prove scientifically, one can only make indirect inferences about it. In the housing industry, especially in the rental housing market, landlords, all things being equal, may not select rental housing applications from a minority. Similarly, lending institutions may redline against predominantly black neighborhoods. The demographics of the 1970s in terms of age and household characteristics may have had negative consequences for the housing market in Portland that may have resulted in the involuntary displacement of some blacks.

The other six factors did not have any significant impact on neighborhood revival due to the lack of statistical significance. Similarly the remaining two factors—number of rooms per unit and unemployment—operating in the opposite direction were insignificant.

An inspection of the standardized coefficients for all nine indicators presented in Table II shows a relatively high beta weight of $b = .27$ for the race factor. This is indicative of race being a much better predictor of neighborhood revival between 1970 and 1980.

The estimated coefficients reveal a great deal more about the structural impacts on neighborhood revitalization.
in the study area between 1970 and 1980. The variation in the neighborhood revitalization index—change in median household income, as explained by all the structural indicators operating jointly—is relatively very low, $R^2 = 0.09$.

However, the relatively low standard error estimate of 0.19 suggests that this first model was successful in relating the criterion variable to the predictor or structural variables.

The analysis continues with the discussion of the regression results of the home value index and the rent index.

**Results of the Home Value Index.** The regression results presented in Table III show mixed support for the postulated hypotheses. Six of the nine structural indicators included in the regression equation for the home value index have coefficient signs in the predicted direction and consistent with the research hypotheses. The six indicators are education, race, age structure, unemployment, plumbing, and the age of the housing unit. Among these, the age of the housing unit factor is the only indicator whose impact on neighborhood revitalization was found to be significant because of its statistical significance at the .001 level. The other five factors, because of the lack of statistical significance, did not have any impacts. Similarly, the remaining three statistical indicators—distance, owner-occupied housing units, and the median number of rooms per
### TABLE III
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE CHANGE IN THE MEDIAN HOME VALUE INDEX FOR THE INNER-CITY NEIGHBORHOODS OF PORTLAND 1970 AND 1980

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance from the CBD</td>
<td>.0175</td>
<td>.2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.487)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Percent of persons with four or more years of college education</td>
<td>.0004</td>
<td>.0285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.189)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Percent of black population</td>
<td>-.0012</td>
<td>-.1305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.276)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Percent of owner-occupied housing units</td>
<td>-.0022</td>
<td>-.3183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.207)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Percent of persons aged 60 years and over</td>
<td>-.0047</td>
<td>-.0351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-.329)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Percent of persons unemployed</td>
<td>-.0036</td>
<td>-.0677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-.545)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Median number of rooms per housing unit</td>
<td>-.0173</td>
<td>-.1054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-.377)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Percent of housing units lacking plumbing</td>
<td>.0025</td>
<td>.0956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.743)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Percent of housing units built before 1939</td>
<td>.0028</td>
<td>.4134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.490)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>SEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: *-ratio scores in parentheses.

*Significant at the .001 level in a two-tailed test.
unit--did not have any significant impacts on neighborhood revitalization and are not consistent with the research hypotheses.

According to the standardized coefficients of the nine statistical indicators presented in Table III, the age of the housing unit factor, with a relatively high beta weight of $b = .41$, emerged as a much better predictor of neighborhood revitalization between 1970 and 1980.

The variation in the neighborhood revitalization index--change in median home value, as explained by all the statistical indicators operating jointly--is relatively high, $R^2 = .30$. In essence, the high value of the $R^2$ and the low value (.14) of the standard error estimate for this model confirm the success of this model in relating the criterion variable to the nine statistical indicators.

The strong positive correlation of the age of the housing variable suggests that a significant and systematic reverse filtering trend occurred in the inner-city neighborhoods or stop-over neighborhoods (Abbot, 1983) of Portland at the start of the 1970 decade. This trend was reflected in the interest by renovators, especially first home-buyers, in older but strong housing units, some of which were endowed with unique architectural designs and which were possibly renovated at less cost.

The regression results of the rent index are discussed in the section below.
Regression Results of the Rent Index. The regression results of this index presented in Table IV also reveal mixed coefficient signs for the research hypotheses. Out of the nine statistical variables included in the regression equation, six variables—education, race, age structure, median number of rooms per unit, plumbing, and the age of the housing unit—have coefficient signs in the predicted direction that are consistent with the hypotheses. Among the six factors mentioned, the age of the housing unit factor with a level of significance at the .10 and the age structure with a level of significance at the .05 level exerted significant impacts on neighborhood revitalization at the start of the 1970 decade. The effects of the other four variables were not significant at the start of the decade. The remaining factors—distance, owner-occupied housing units, and unemployment—in the regression equation refuted the hypotheses and had no significant impacts.

The regression results presented in Table IV further show that the age of housing unit and age structure factors, with beta weights of $b = .21$, $b = .23$, respectively, were much better predictors of neighborhood revitalization.

The variation in the neighborhood revitalization index—change in median rent, as explained by the nine structural indicators operating jointly—is very low, $R^2 = .08$. But nonetheless, the low value (.22) of the standard error estimate of the model confirms the success of this model in
TABLE IV
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE CHANGE IN THE RENT INDEX
FOR THE INNER-CITY NEIGHBORHOODS OF PORTLAND
1970 AND 1980

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Dependent Variables Rent 1970 and 1980</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance from the CBD</td>
<td>.1772  (.923)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Percent of persons with four or more years of college education</td>
<td>.0149 (.414)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Percent of black population</td>
<td>-.0067 (-.433)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Percent of owner-occupied housing units</td>
<td>-.0334 (-1.139)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Percent of persons aged 60 years and over</td>
<td>-.4347 (-1.882)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Percent of persons unemployed</td>
<td>.0135 (.127)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Median number of rooms per housing unit</td>
<td>.3638 (.492)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Percent of housing units lacking plumbing</td>
<td>.0156 (.282)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Percent of housing units built before 1939</td>
<td>-.0201 (1.549)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R² = 0.08
N = 117
SEE = 0.22

NOTE: t-ratio scores in parentheses.

<sup>a</sup>Significant at the .05 level in a two-tailed test.
<sup>b</sup>Significant at the .10 level in a two-tailed test.
relating the dependent variable to the nine predictor variables.

As in the discussion of the results of the previous index, the positive correlation of the age of the housing unit variable is indicative of a significant and systematic reverse filtering trend in the inner-city neighborhoods of Portland at the beginning of the 1970 decade.

The statistically significant outcome of the age structure variable may also suggest that the proportion of elderly residents in the study area at the start of the decade was relatively small rather than being an indication of renovators avoiding areas with a relatively high proportion of elderly residents as the literature suggests.

In this second stage of the analysis the regression coefficients in all three models show mixed support for the hypotheses in terms of predicted direction, as well as in magnitude. However, evidence of a reverse filtering trend at the start of the 1970 decade was overwhelming.

The third stage of the analysis continues with the presentation and discussion of the results of the two samples representing the Northeast and Southeast districts of Portland.
SECTION THREE: ANALYSIS OF THE REGRESSION MODELS FOR THE TWO SAMPLES

The three measures of neighborhood revitalization estimated from the ratio differences and regressed against the nine structural indicators for the two samples resulted in six regression equations or models. Three equations were developed for the sample of 43 inner-city census tracts representing the inner Northeast area and another three equations for the sample of 34 inner-city census tracts representing the inner Southeast area of Portland.

The six regression results in terms of testing the research hypotheses for both samples, and the relevant cross-sectional tables are presented and discussed in the following sections.

Regression Results of the Income Index in Northeast Portland

The regression results presented in Table V show mixed support for the research hypotheses in predicted direction and in magnitude. Four factors—owner-occupied housing units, age structure, plumbing, and the age of the housing unit—have coefficient signs that support the hypotheses and at the start of the 1970 decade had significant impacts on neighborhood revitalization.
### TABLE V

**REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE CHANGE IN THE INCOME INDEX FOR N.E. PORTLAND 1970 AND 1980**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Dependent Variables Income 1970 and 1980</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance from the CBD</td>
<td>.0067  (-.372)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Percent of persons with four or more years of college education</td>
<td>-.0016  (-.480)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Percent of black population</td>
<td>.0018  (1.994)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Percent of owner-occupied housing units</td>
<td>.0065  (4.127)c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Percent of persons aged 60 years and over</td>
<td>-.0402  (-2.511)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Percent of persons unemployed</td>
<td>-.0093  (-1.522)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Median number of rooms per housing unit</td>
<td>-.0279  (-.568)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Percent of housing units lacking plumbing</td>
<td>.0228  (4.103)c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Percent of housing units built before 1939</td>
<td>.0013  (1.414)b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| R² | 0.72 | -- |
| N | 43 | 43 |
| SEE | 0.06 | -- |

*NOTE:* t-ratio scores in parentheses.

*a*Significant at the .05 level in a two-tailed test.

*b*Significant at the .10 level in a two-tailed test.

*c*Significant at the .001 level in a two-tailed test.
The two housing and neighborhood quality factors—plumbing and the age of the housing unit—are statistically significant at the .001 and .10 levels, respectively. Their strong positive correlation suggests a systematic reverse filtering trend in Northeast Portland at the start of the decade.

The owner-occupied housing units factor has a level of significance of .001. The strong positive outcome suggests an increased incidence of revitalization activity in Northeast Portland at the start of the 1970 decade as reflected in the relatively high proportion of owner-occupied housing units. This phenomenon was not observed in the city sample.

The age structure variable is statistically significant at the .05 level. The negative outcome suggests that the number of elderly residents in Northeast Portland at the start of the 1970 decade was relatively small.

Among the remaining structural indicators in the regression equation, the performance of the race factor refuted the hypothesis, and it is statistically significant at .05 level. The strong positive outcome suggests that the causal relationship may be operating in the opposite direction. That is to say renovators, rather than avoiding black residential neighborhoods in Northeast Portland, moved there in tandem at the start of the 1970 decade. The question that needs to be asked is, what happened to these black residents? Two things may have happened. While
some of them may have been displaced by the renovators themselves, some others may have been subjected to discriminatory practices perpetrated by lending institutions as well as property owners. The other variables (distance, education, unemployment, and median number of rooms) either supported or refuted the hypotheses, but their impact was insignificant due to the lack of statistical significance.

The results presented in Table V show that the variation in the change in median income as explained by the structural indicators operating jointly is high, $R^2 = .72$. The standardized coefficients in Table V also reveal that owner-occupied housing unit and plumbing, with beta weights of $b = 1.11$ and $b = .60$, emerged as much better predictors of neighborhood revitalization in both direction and in magnitude for the Northeast sample. The high $R^2$ and the low standard error estimate confirm the success of this model in relating the dependent variable to the nine independent variables included in the regression equation.

**Regression Results of the Home Value Index in Northeast Portland**

In Table VI the distance from the CBD factor has the coefficient sign in the predicted direction and confirms the hypothesis. This variable is also statistically significant at the .10 level. On the other hand, the owner-occupied housing units factor refutes the hypothesis, but it is
TABLE VI
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE CHANGE IN THE HOME VALUE INDEX FOR N.E. PORTLAND 1970 AND 1980

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance from the CBD</td>
<td>-0.0192</td>
<td>-0.3900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.421)b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Percent of persons with four or more years of college education</td>
<td>-0.0004</td>
<td>-0.0356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-0.160)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Percent of black population</td>
<td>-0.0004</td>
<td>-0.1342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.696)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Percent of owner-occupied housing units</td>
<td>-0.0025</td>
<td>-0.6940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-2.114)a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Percent of persons aged 60 years and over</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>-0.1665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-0.982)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Percent of persons unemployed</td>
<td>-0.0034</td>
<td>-0.1383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-0.757)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Median number of rooms per housing unit</td>
<td>0.0351</td>
<td>0.3766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.959)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Percent of housing units lacking plumbing</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>-0.1004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-0.561)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Percent of housing units built before 1939</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.3202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.484)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R² | 0.59 | -- |
N  | 43   | 43 |
SEE| 0.05 | -- |

NOTE: t-ratio scores in parentheses.

aSignificant at the .05 level in a two-tailed test.
bSignificant at the .10 level in a two-tailed test.
statistically significant at the .05 level. The remaining eight variables, including education, race, age structure, unemployment, median number of rooms per unit, plumbing, and the age of the housing unit, have mixed support for the hypotheses, and their impact on neighborhood revitalization in Northeast Portland at the start of the 1970 decade was not significant.

The strong negative outcome of the distance from the CBD factor suggests that a significant revitalization activity by young, educated, single individuals as well as childless couples employed in middle-class professional positions in the downtown businesses in order to be closer to work occurred in areas of Northeast Portland that are closer to the CBD at the start of the 1970 decade. In the city sample the distance factor did not have any impact on neighborhood revitalization.

The strong negative correlation of the owner-occupied housing units suggests a causal relationship operating in the opposite direction. The effect of this variable in the city sample was also not significant either in support of the hypothesis or in opposing it.

A further inspection of Table VI shows that the variation that resulted from the change in the home value index as a result of the nine variables operating together is relatively high, $R^2 = .59$. Table VI also shows the
standardized coefficients for the variables. According to these coefficients, owner-occupied housing units and distance, with beta weights of b = .69 and b = .39, emerged as much better predictors of neighborhood revitalization. The relatively high R² and the low standard error estimate confirm the success of this model in terms of relating the dependent variable to the independent variables.

**Regression Results of the Rent Index in Northeast Portland**

According to the results presented in Table VII two factors—owner-occupied housing units and plumbing—have the expected coefficient signs that support the hypotheses, and both factors are statistically significant at the .001 level. The race factor refutes the hypothesis, but it is statistically significant at the .001 level, indicating a causal relationship in the opposite direction. The remaining factors in the regression equation have mixed support for the hypotheses, but the lack of statistical significance renders very little meaning to their impact on neighborhood revitalization.

The strong positive causal relationship of the plumbing factor indicates a systematic reverse filtering trend in Northeast Portland at the start of the 1970 decade. That is, first home-buyers were attracted to old, strong, and architecturally unique housing units in Northeast Portland.
### TABLE VII


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Dependent Variables Rent 1970 and 1980</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance from the CBD</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0298</td>
<td>.2628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.801)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Percent of persons with four or more years of college education</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0035</td>
<td>.1332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.499)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Percent of black population</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0044</td>
<td>.5314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.304)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Percent of owner-occupied housing units</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0077</td>
<td>.9260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.359)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Percent of persons aged 60 years and over</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.0184</td>
<td>-.1136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(-.561)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Percent of persons unemployed</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0047</td>
<td>.0826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.378)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Median number of rooms per housing unit</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.0808</td>
<td>-.3781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(-.807)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Percent of housing units lacking plumbing</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0271</td>
<td>.5081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.374)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Percent of housing units built before 1939</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0006</td>
<td>.0868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.337)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R²</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>SEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: t-ratio scores in parentheses.

*aSignificant at the .05 level in a two-tailed test.*
This finding is consistent with the reverse filtering trend observed in the city sample.

The strong positive causal relationship of the owner-occupied housing units factor indicates an increased incidence of neighborhood revitalization activity in Northeast Portland at the start of the 1970 decade as reflected in the high proportion of owner-occupied housing units. In the city sample this factor did not have any statistical significance.

The strong positive causal relationship of the race factor underscores the problem of housing affordability faced by black renters in Northeast Portland whose incomes could not keep pace with housing costs. Consequently their demand for rental housing may have grown faster than the supply of rental housing in an already segregated rental market at the start of the decade.

The variation in the change of the rent index with all the nine predictors operating jointly is relatively high, $R^2 = .42$. According to the standardized coefficients presented in Table VII, owner-occupied housing units, race, and plumbing factors, with beta weights of $b = .92$, $b = .53$, and $b = .50$, emerged as the best predictors of neighborhood revitalization. The relatively high $R^2$ and the low standard error estimate confirm the success of this model in relating the dependent variable to the independent variables.
In all of the three models used for assessing the effects of the structural indicators on neighborhood revitalization in Northeast Portland, significant evidence of an upward filtering trend at the start of the decade was observed. Such evidence was underscored by the strong positive causal relationship of the age of the housing unit indicator which suggests an increased interest by renovators in old but strong housing units with an architectural appeal. Further evidence of the upward filtering trend in Northeast Portland was manifested by the movement of black residents and renovators in tandem and the high proportion of home ownership at the start of the 1970 decade as reflected by the strong positive causal relationship of the race and home ownership indicators.

In the discussion that follows, the effects of the nine indicators on neighborhood revitalization in Southeast Portland are evaluated. This will be followed by an analysis of the pooled models in which a Chow Test (Maddala, 1977) was used to evaluate the stability of the coefficients and the urban structural shifts in the Northeast and Southeast samples relative to the city sample between 1970 and 1980.

Regression Results of the Income Index in Southeast Portland

The results presented in Table VIII show distance as the only structural indicator with a strong negative causal relationship. The remaining structural indicators in the
TABLE VIII
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE CHANGE IN THE
INCOME INDEX FOR S.E. PORTLAND
1970 AND 1980

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance from the CBD</td>
<td>Income 1970 and 1980</td>
<td>-.0542</td>
<td>-.8800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(-2.305)a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Percent of persons with four or more years of college education</td>
<td>.0033</td>
<td>.1770</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.495)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Percent of black population</td>
<td>-.0226</td>
<td>-.1105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(-.490)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Percent of owner-occupied housing units</td>
<td>.0012</td>
<td>.2179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.354)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Percent of persons aged 60 years and over</td>
<td>-.0234</td>
<td>-.2396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(-.830)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Percent of persons unemployed</td>
<td>-.0092</td>
<td>-.1942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(-.747)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Median number of rooms per housing unit</td>
<td>-.1096</td>
<td>-.7142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(-.835)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Percent of housing units lacking plumbing</td>
<td>-.0077</td>
<td>-.0005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Percent of housing units built before 1939</td>
<td>-.0023</td>
<td>-.4861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.518)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R² | 0.49  | --  |
N  | 34    | 34  |
SEE | 0.08  | --  |

NOTE: t-ratio scores in parentheses.

aSignificant at the .05 level in a two-tailed test.
regression equation had no statistical significance either in support of or in opposition to the research hypotheses.

The strong negative outcome of the distance factor at the .001 level of significance supports the contention that the shorter the travelling distance, the greater the incidence of neighborhood revitalization. That is, areas in Southeast Portland closer to the CBD experienced a significant incidence or occurrence of revitalization at the beginning of the 1970 decade. In the city sample the outcome of this variable was negative but had no significant impact.

The variation in the change of the household income index with all the nine structural indicators operating jointly is relatively high, $R^2 = .49$. The standardized coefficients presented in Table VIII further reveal that the distance factor, with a beta weight of .88, was the best predictor of neighborhood revitalization. Furthermore, the high $R^2$ and the low standard error estimate of .08 confirm the success of this model in predicting neighborhood revitalization in Southeast Portland.

Regression Results of the Home Value Index in Southeast Portland

The results of the home value index in Table IX are mixed in terms of predicted direction as well as in magnitude. One factor—the age of the housing unit—among the nine structural indicators has the expected positive
## TABLE IX

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE CHANGE IN THE HOME VALUE INDEX FOR S.E. PORTLAND 1970 AND 1980

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance from the CBD</td>
<td></td>
<td>.0040</td>
<td>.0840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.325)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Percent of persons with four or more years of college education</td>
<td>.0004</td>
<td>(.232)</td>
<td>.0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Percent of black population</td>
<td>-.0099</td>
<td>(-.407)</td>
<td>-.0621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Percent of owner-occupied housing units</td>
<td>.0010</td>
<td>(.560)</td>
<td>.2330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Percent of persons aged 60 years and over</td>
<td>.0008</td>
<td>(.056)</td>
<td>.0110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Percent of persons unemployed</td>
<td>.0002</td>
<td>(.034)</td>
<td>.0065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Median number of rooms per housing unit</td>
<td>-.0999</td>
<td>(-1.441)</td>
<td>-.8346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Percent of housing units lacking plumbing</td>
<td>-.0002</td>
<td>(-.005)</td>
<td>-.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Percent of housing units built before 1939</td>
<td>.0023</td>
<td>(2.779)a</td>
<td>-.6023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**R^2** | 0.76 | --

**N** | 34 | 34

**SEE** | 0.04 | --

**NOTE:** t-ratio scores in parentheses.

^aSignificant at the .05 level in a two-tailed test.
coefficient sign that is consistent with the hypothesis. This factor is also statistically significant at .05 level. The remaining factors in the regression equation have mixed expectations and their impact was insignificant due to the lack of levels of significance.

The strong positive causal relationship of the age of the housing unit factor suggests that at the beginning of the 1970 decade renovators who were likely first-home buyers showed a vested interest in older housing units in the inner Southeast area of Portland. This finding is consistent with the reverse filtering trend observed in the entire city sample as well as in the Northeast sample of Portland.

Table IX further shows that the variation in the home value index caused by all the nine structural factors operating together is relatively high, $R^2 = .76$. The outcome of the standardized coefficient for the age of housing unit factor, with a beta weight of $b = .60$, further suggests that this factor was the best predictor of neighborhood revitalization in Southeast Portland at the start of the 1970 decade. The high $R^2$, the low standard error estimate notwithstanding, confirms the success of the model in predicting gentrification.
The results of this index shown in Table X have mixed support for the hypotheses. For example, among the nine structural indicators in the regression equation six factors --race, age structure, unemployment, median number of rooms per unit, plumbing, and the age of the housing unit--have the expected coefficient signs consistent with the hypotheses. The remaining three factors--education, distance, and homeownership--have opposing coefficient signs. All together, the effects of the structural indicators in this index were nonsignificant due to the lack of statistical significance.

The variation in the rent index with all the factors operating jointly is very small, $R^2 = .13$. The small standard error estimate of .12 may be indicative of the success of the model in predicting gentrification rather weakly.

On the whole the statistically significant outcome of the distance factor in the income index on one hand and the statistically significant outcome of the age of the housing unit factor in the home value index on the other may be indicative of a reverse filtering trend of neighborhood revitalization in areas of Southeast Portland that are closer to the CBD at the start of the 1970 decade.

The analysis continues with the results of the pooled models discussed below.
TABLE X
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE CHANGE IN THE RENT INDEX IN S.E. PORTLAND 1970 AND 1980

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Dependent Variables Rent 1970 and 1980</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance from the CBD</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.0121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.335)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Percent of persons with four or more years of college education</td>
<td>-.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Percent of black population</td>
<td>-.0351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-.496)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Percent of owner-occupied housing units</td>
<td>-.0054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Percent of persons aged 60 years and over</td>
<td>-.0471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.084)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Percent of persons unemployed</td>
<td>-.0233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.225)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Median number of rooms per housing unit</td>
<td>.1036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.513)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Percent of housing units lacking plumbing</td>
<td>.0056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.433)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Percent of housing units built before 1939</td>
<td>.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.057)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R²  0.13  --
N   34    34
SEE 0.12  --

NOTE: t-ratio scores in parentheses.
RESULTS OF THE POOLED MODELS

At this stage of the analysis it is essential to establish whether or not there is a difference in the urban structural changes between the regression models representing the two submodels representing Northeast and Southeast Portland with respect to the null hypothesis. Therefore, the null hypothesis is that there is no difference. Presumably, the differences between one model in terms of the structural changes that occurred at the start of the 1970 decade were actually different from those of the other model. But the significance level at which the null hypothesis can be rejected becomes the question. In order to make this assessment, various forms of the Chow Test (Maddala, 1977) were employed. The test is represented by this formula:

\[ F = \frac{(RRSS - URSS_1 + URSS_2)/K}{(URSS_1 + URSS_2)/(n_1 + n_2 - 2K)} \]

where

RRSS = the restricted residual sum of squares derived from the regressions of the Northeast and Southeast Portland models or samples combined.

URSS_1 = the unrestricted residual sum of squares derived from the Northeast Portland sample
The F distribution has K, n1 + n2 - 2K degrees of freedom, respectively.

All together there are three measures of neighborhood revitalization regressed against nine urban structural indicators. This resulted in three regression equations for the entire city of Portland sample. The same three measures (change in median household income, change in median home value, and change in median rent) were regressed against the same nine structural indicators to assess the urban structural changes that occurred in the two submodels representing the Northeast and Southeast areas of Portland between 1970 and 1980. This procedure resulted in six regression equations--three equations for each submodel--that were used in the Chow Tests.

All together three Chow Tests--one test for each measure of neighborhood revitalization--were employed to assess the structural differences between the two submodels. Each test comprised of the difference between the combined restricted residual sum of squares for the two submodels and
the sum of the unrestricted residual sum of squares of the two submodels. The calculated F ratios for the Chow Tests are presented in Table XI.

According to the F ratios which were compared to the 5% significance level, the following conclusions with regard to the null hypothesis were made. All the calculated F ratios were found to be significant at the 5% level. It implies that between 1970 and 1980 there were significant urban structural differences in neighborhood revitalization between the two submodels. Therefore, the null hypothesis of no difference between the regression coefficients is rejected. For example, in the household income index for both submodels the regression coefficients of four factors (home ownership, age structure, plumbing and age of the housing unit had signs in the predicted direction and at the same time exerted a significant impact on the neighborhood revitalization process in Northeast Portland. Compared to the Southeast submodel only one factor (distance) had a coefficient sign in the predicted direction and at the same time exerting a significant impact on neighborhood revitalization. For the home value index for both submodels two factors (distance and home ownership) were found to exert a significant impact on neighborhood revitalization in Northeast Portland. But while the effect of distance turned out as predicted, the effect of home ownership was found to be operating in the opposite direction. Compared to the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>RRSS</th>
<th>URSS(_1)</th>
<th>URSS(_2)</th>
<th>DF(_1)</th>
<th>DF(_2)</th>
<th>Chow F</th>
<th>5% Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Income</td>
<td>1.4478</td>
<td>0.1512</td>
<td>0.1585</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Home value</td>
<td>1.4478</td>
<td>0.0842</td>
<td>0.0442</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Rent</td>
<td>1.4478</td>
<td>0.6347</td>
<td>0.3750</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Southeast submodel the effect of the age of housing was not only significant and in the predicted direction but also suggests a reverse filtering trend in Southeast Portland. Similarly, the results of the rent index for both submodels show that three factors (home ownership, plumbing and race) had a significant impact on neighborhood revitalization in Northeast Portland. But while the coefficients of home ownership and plumbing had the expected signs, that of the race factor had an opposing coefficient sign. Compared to Southeast Portland no coefficient was found to have any significant impact.

Since the Chow Tests only revealed the significance of the differences between the coefficients, another pooling technique—a measure of relative variability to obtain coefficients of variation derived by dividing the standard deviation by the mean of each structural variable for the two samples—was used. This technique was employed to determine the effect of each structural characteristic on neighborhood revitalization between the two submodels. The results of this pooling technique are presented in Table XII.

According to these results, the coefficient differentials for the nine structural indicators in both submodels range from -.37 to 1.14. The computed coefficient of variation for the race factor in the Northeast submodel is 2.01. The corresponding coefficient of variation for the same
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>N.E. Portland (N = 43)</th>
<th>S.E. Portland (N = 34)</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Distance</td>
<td>4.151</td>
<td>3.591</td>
<td>-.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Education</td>
<td>9.267</td>
<td>8.162</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Race</td>
<td>9.593</td>
<td>.544</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Owner-occupied housing units</td>
<td>62.491</td>
<td>58.453</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Age structure</td>
<td>5.407</td>
<td>5.138</td>
<td>-.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Unemployment</td>
<td>6.965</td>
<td>6.429</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Number of rooms per unit</td>
<td>5.012</td>
<td>4.856</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Plumbing</td>
<td>2.147</td>
<td>3.162</td>
<td>-.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Age of housing unit</td>
<td>57.249</td>
<td>52.976</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
factor in the Southeast submodel is .87. The difference in the coefficient of variation between the two submodels is 1.14. Therefore, the impact of the race factor at the start of the 1970 decade was greater in Northeast Portland than in Southeast Portland. The remaining variables in both submodels as reflected by the magnitude of their coefficients had very little effect.

In summary, between 1970 and 1980 there were more census tracts that had reached the threshold of decline than those census tracts that were either rising or considered to be stable. For example, approximately 64% of all three measures of neighborhood revitalization were in decline, compared to only 37% of upscaled census tracts and 5% stable census tracts at the start of the decade.

With regard to the results of the regression model for the city sample, one would conclude that the city of Portland was undoubtedly the only city in the nation wherein a significant and systematic reverse neighborhood revitalization trend was observed at the start of the 1970 decade. The strong causal relationship of the age of housing as well as the home ownership factors were a manifestation of this claim. Unlike evidence of isolated cases of neighborhood revival observed in much older and larger cities such as St. Louis and New Orleans. Such evidence captured a lot of media attention as well as the attention of the major participants in the neighborhood revitalization process even
though the observed revival process in those cities was not extensive.

But the systematic neighborhood revival trend observed in the city of Portland did not seem to extend into predominantly black neighborhoods as the strong negative outcome of the race factor would seem to suggest. If neighborhood revival fell short of predominantly black areas, this inferentially suggests that this segment of the population of the city of Portland may have been subjected to some kind of discriminatory practices by lending institutions as well as by owners of, particularly, rental housing. The latter (rental property owners in the housing market), if given a choice, would tend not to select applications from minority blacks for rental housing occupancy. By and large, such discriminatory practices in the Portland housing market may have drastically reduced the chances of black households or families for home ownership vis-a-vis housing affordability.

With regard to the results of the regression models for the two subarea samples representing Northeast and Southeast Portland a similar reverse neighborhood revival trend was observed as reflected in the strong causal relationship of the neighborhood housing quality factors. But in both sub-models, however, unlike the city model wherein the race factor had a strong negative causality, the race factor had a strong positive causal relationship with neighborhood revival. The outcome rather than being an indication of
renovators avoiding black areas, as conventional wisdom suggests, instead suggests that black residents as well as renovators may have moved into both subareas in tandem, with the latter likely displacing some of the former black residents.

On the whole, structural differences between the two submodels on neighborhood revitalization were found to be significant as manifested by the results of the Chow Tests. Those results show that the structural indicators of neighborhood revival in all three measures have more impact in Northeast Portland than in Southeast Portland as reflected in the significance of their coefficients. But the effect of the race factor was found to be greater in Northeast Portland than in Southeast Portland.

In the next chapter the general summary and conclusions for this research are presented and discussed.
CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presents the summary and conclusions of the research. These are divided into two parts. Part one provides the general conclusions based on the research findings for the city model as well as the two submodels representing Northeast and Southeast Portland. Part two provides specifics such as the significance of the research and its theoretical and policy implications derived from the study, and provides suggestions for future research.

PART ONE: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Based on the ratio method three neighborhood change trends between 1970 and 1980 were identified for the sample of 117 census tracts representing the city of Portland. There were more census tracts that had reached the "threshold" of decline than there were revitalizing and stable census tracts. For example, in all three measures of neighborhood change 64% of the census tracts in the sample declined between 1970 and 1980. During the same period, while 31% of the remaining census tracts revitalized, only 5% of the census tracts in the sample remained unchanged.
According to the results of the regression models for the sample of 117 census tracts representing the city of Portland the age of the housing unit was observed to have a strong positive causal relationship with neighborhood change as predicted. Therefore, it can be concluded that at the start of the 1970 decade there was a systematic reverse filtering trend in the city of Portland. This trend was reflected in the increased demand for older and renovatable housing units in the inner-city areas of the city.

During the 1970s when housing prices were rising, when interest rates and energy costs were increasing, and when incomes and economic growth were declining, homeownership was believed to be out of reach for families (Rufolo, 1980). In the face of all these problems, how bleak was the housing affordability issue during the 1970s? In order to answer this question, one has to make a passing reference to the housing affordability issue itself.

For almost over a century the "rule of thumb" concept has been used as a measuring instrument as well as an indicator of housing affordability. That concept states that families should spend 25% of their incomes for housing. The concept has influenced shelter-costs analyses, federal housing legislation for over half a century, and the practices of mortgage institutions (Schnidman and Silverman, 1983).
From this perspective the housing affordability issue nationwide would be considered to be bleak, as manifested in the following changes in the housing market. Between 1965 and 1979 the median price of a new home rose 215%, from $20,000 to $62,900. At the same time the estimated monthly expenses on housing increased by 295%, from $163 to $644. Mortgage rates increased from 5.8% to 10.8%. The consumer price index by comparison increased 130%, while the median household income rose 175%. By 1979 it was estimated that only 24% of all families had incomes that were sufficient to purchase the median priced new home in the country. By the same token, the proportion of new homes bought by first-time buyers dropped (Anderson, 1983).

Despite this bleak housing situation, sales of new homes actually increased by 65% between the late 1960s and the late 1970s. As a result homeownership steadily increased during the 1970s (Rufolo, 1980; Anderson, 1983). What the traditional method of measuring housing affordability did not take into account were such parameters as the benefits of homeownership, property tax gains, variable mortgage rates, inflation, housing as an investment, and changes over time in the size of the house as well as in its quality. When all the above-named housing market conditions are included in assessing housing affordability, homeownership increased in the 1970s (Rufolo, 1980; Anderson, 1983). The cost of owning a new house dropped 30% between 1969 and
1979. Housing affordability during that 10-year period increased due to the FHA's Section 235 program. That program subsidized low- and moderate-income buyers (Rufolo, 1980; Anderson, 1983).

On the whole housing played the dual role of a consumption good as well as an investment good, as a tax shelter, and as a hedge for inflation (Rufolo, 1980; Anderson, 1983). The end result of these changes "was an enormously ebullient housing market" (Sternlieb and Hughes, 1987).

Despite the 1970s being termed the decade of economic shock waves in terms of housing affordability, the decade turned out to be America's housing decade with respect to increased homeownership.

For those who want to own their own home, there was a renewed interest in older inner-city homes relative to those in the suburbs. From a demographic standpoint the 1970s also saw an increase in the number of households, due mainly to the maturing of the baby-boomers. This segment of the population was considered to have put considerable pressure on the nation's housing stock even though only a small proportion of them was, theoretically, capable of buying new homes. As a result, older housing units thus became a major target among these competing households (James, 1977). In general, the demographics of the 1970s in terms of age as well as household characteristics had positive results for the housing market (Sternlieb and Hughes, 1987).
Other urban structural indicators found to have a strong negative causal relationship with neighborhood change in the face of a systematic reverse filtering trend are race and age structure. It can be concluded that the outcome of the race factor within the framework of this observed reverse neighborhood filtering trend seems to support a number of things. First, at the start of the 1970 decade this systematic neighborhood revitalization trend in the city of Portland did not extend into predominantly black areas. Second, the outcome of the race factor may also imply that the black population in the city of Portland at the start of the 1970 decade was small. What then happened to this black population? Inferentially, they may have been victims of racial discrimination in the housing market, which may have militated against their chances for homeownership or even rental housing. Inferentially, they may have become victims of voluntary displacement caused by the changing demographics as well as housing market conditions of the 1970s, which in turn may have led to a renewed interest in older housing units in the inner-city areas.

The evidence of a reverse neighborhood revival in the city of Portland was found to be statistically significant, but its functional significance may not be substantial when compared to larger and older cities such as St. Louis and New Orleans that received media attention. Despite this, the city of Portland, as the research findings indicate,
was the only city nationwide that experienced a significantly systematic reverse filtering trend in the 1970 decade.

The outcome of the statistically significant age structure factor implies that at the start of the 1970 decade the reverse neighborhood revival in Portland did not extend to predominantly elderly areas. It also implies that the elderly population at the beginning of the decade may have been small and may also have been victims of displacement in the Portland housing market.

With regard to the results of the regression models of the Northeast Portland sample the neighborhood housing quality factors of plumbing and housing age have a strong positive causal relationship with neighborhood change in that subarea. Therefore, it can be concluded that a significant reverse filtering trend similar to the one observed in the city as a whole occurred in the Northeast Portland subarea. That is, an increased demand by renovators for older and renovatable housing units that can be purchased at cheap costs. Such renovation activity was observed to occur in areas closer to the Portland CBD as reflected in the strong negative causal relationship of the distance factor. Furthermore, race, home ownership and age structure were also observed to have a strong causal relationship with neighborhood change in Northeast Portland. The outcome makes one conclude that a significant revitalization
activity occurred in Northeast Portland at the start of the 1970 decade as reflected by the relatively high proportion of homeownership. The occurrence of such activity may have been marked by renovators moving into the area in tandem with blacks at the start of the 1970 decade as the strong positive outcome of the race factor seems to suggest. During the same period the number of elderly residents in the area may have been relatively small because of the strong negative performance of the age structure variable. As a result of this the presence of the elderly may not have posed a deterrence to revitalization as suggested by some urban theorists (Varady, 1986).

With regard to the regression results of the Southeast Portland sample two factors—the age of the housing unit and distance—have the expected coefficient signs consistent with the hypotheses. But their effects on neighborhood change in Southeast Portland were found to be discontinuous because of their alternating levels of significance. Therefore, one would conclude that because of the alternating levels of significance exhibited by these two factors a similar reverse filtering trend observed in the city sample as well as in the Northeast Portland sample had either just begun or had started to slow down at the start of the 1970 decade.

In all three samples the results of the Chow Test show that between 1970 and 1980 significant structural
differences between the models on neighborhood change occurred. But the effect of the race factor was found to be greater in Northeast Portland than in Southeast Portland. This dichotomy may be attributed to the manner in which the population of the city of Portland was distributed at the start of the decade. According to the neighborhood information profiles (Office of Planning and Development, 1970, 1980) Portland's black population in the 1970s and 1980s was centered in the Northeast in such neighborhoods as Humboldt, Boise, King-Vernon-Sabin, and Woodlawn with a wide range of socioeconomic levels among the residents.

PART TWO: SPECIFICS FROM THE RESEARCH

In light of the discussion in the first part of the summary and conclusions and in light of the objective of this research, specifics derived from the present study are presented as responses to the following questions:

1. What is the significance of this research in relation to other studies.
2. What are the theoretical implications of this research?
3. What are its policy implications?
4. What suggestions can be made for future research?
Significance of the Research

The significance of this research is predicated on two aspects. First, what contribution has this study made toward the field of empirical social research? Second, to what extent are the findings of this study consistent with other studies that pertain to neighborhood change?

With regard to the first question, the major contribution of this research is that it puts into perspective the urban structural indicators that determine neighborhood revival in the city of Portland. Such change in the face of changing demographic as well as housing market conditions can have social and political implications.

As regards the second aspect, the research findings point direction to a systematic reverse filtering trend in the study area due to the strong positive causal relationship of the neighborhood housing quality variables. This outcome provides a contradiction of the conventional theory associated with Burgess (1925) and his associates of the Chicago School. The research findings imply that at the start of the 1970 decade the demand among renovators for older and renovatable housing in the inner-city neighborhoods of the city of Portland was significant. This finding is consistent with the models of Clay (1978; 1979), James (1977), Laska and Spain (1979), Sternlieb and Hughes (1979), Spain (1980), Laska et al. (1982), Lee and Mergenhagen (1984), and Gale (1984) reviewed in the literature in
which a similar process was attributed to neighborhood housing quality.

The increased desirability of older and renovatable housing units among renovators was precipitated by demographic changes as well as changing housing market conditions (James, 1977; Anderson, 1983; Sternlieb and Hughes, 1987). The demographic changes of the 1970s in terms of age and household characteristics had positive results for housing. First and foremost, the maturing of the baby-boomers tended to increase the proportion of potential home buyers in the 1970s even though, in theory, only a small proportion of them could afford the means of buying new homes (Sternlieb and Hughes, 1987). Changes in housing market conditions that included benefits of homeownership, property tax gains, inflation, variable mortgage rates, and housing as a consumer good and an investment good, all taken into account, tended to increase homeownership in the face of rising prices for housing during the 1970s (Rufolo, 1980; Anderson, 1983).

According to James (1977) the low production of new housing units since 1974 made the prices of new housing units not only more expensive but out of reach for most first-time home buyers. The alternative for these first-home buyers is to opt for less expensive older housing in inner-city areas relative to those more expensive ones in
the suburbs. The housing market situation in the country was described as follows:

In recent years new housing has increasingly become a luxury reserved for relatively affluent families. Many housing consumers faced with a choice between modest, basic new homes and older homes available in the existing stock have decided that older housing is the better buy (James, 1977, p. 67).

The research findings seem to be consistent with the economic rationale for the displacement hypothesis (Clay, 1979; Zeitz, 1979; Sumka, 1979; Schill and Nathan, 1983). That rationale is hinged on the contention that demand for older and architecturally appealing housing units located in the inner-city tend to increase considerably when a neighborhood has attained an appreciable level of respect among potential renovators during its late cycle of change (Lee et al., 1985).

In the city of Portland the results of a displacement study provided tangential or very limited evidence to the city's displacement problem (Lycan, 1978). For example, 10% of the respondents in the survey sample indicated that they had moved involuntarily. Approximately 3.2% of these respondents said they had moved because the house was sold or the owner had moved into it. Another 3% mentioned demolition or poor maintenance as the reason for moving. However, that study estimated that 1.7% of the households in the city moved involuntarily for various reasons that
included disinvestment, revitalization, and housing market conditions (Lycan, 1978).

**Theoretical Implications**

The research findings have theoretical implications. From a theoretical perspective the invasion-succession concept associated with Burgess (1925) is now open to challenge or modification. This is because the dynamics that concept describes seem to be contradicted by the reverse filtering trend, that is, the increasing popularity of inner-city neighborhoods being the sites of housing revitalization and middle-class homes (Lee and Mergenhagen, 1984).

The strong positive causal relationship of the neighborhood housing quality variables point to a reverse filtering trend in the city of Portland. That is to say, first-time home buyers, especially young educated adults who are employed in professional and managerial positions, are now willing to invest in older and easily renovatable housing units in the inner-city neighborhoods. These areas have invariably been the homes of low-income residents. Therefore, a neighborhood or group of neighborhoods displaying combined demographic as well as housing market changes, characteristically become the type of neighborhood in which reverse filtering causes a neighborhood change that contradicts the conventional ecological or invasion-succession theory (Burgess, 1925).
The latter has also been referred to as the segregation theory which asserts that the proportion of black residents in a neighborhood can reach a "tipping point" estimated to be 10-30% of the entire neighborhood population. At this point white residents in the area begin to flee. While other whites in the area begin to move out at the normal rate, those living exclusively outside the neighborhood become even more reluctant to move in. Eventually all the vacant housing units have become completely occupied by the black residents (Lee, 1985).

This theory is not supported by the findings of this research even though the race factor had a strong negative causal relationship with neighborhood change that may imply an avoidance by renovators of areas occupied by blacks. The outcome of the race factor can be explained in terms of the small proportion of black residents in the city of Portland at the start of the decade rather than the race factor being a distraction.

Another theoretical perspective that is not supported by the findings of this research is the arbitrage model (Leven et al., 1976) which asserts that black immigration signals a change in its housing occupancy. That is to say, lower income residents are succeeding higher income residents in inner-city areas. In other words, household utility has a direct positive relationship on neighborhood
income and a negative effect on the proportion of the non-white population (Leven et al., 1976).

**Policy Implications**

The finding of this research that the city of Portland experienced a reverse filtering trend between 1970 and 1980 has several policy implications that are relevant to policy-makers and planners on one hand and to the actors in the housing market on the other. These actors include real estate developers, builders, material producers, mortgage lenders, landlords, and home owners, to name but a few.

From a policy standpoint it is believed that if older and renovatable housing units in the inner-city neighborhoods continue to lure renovators as observed in this research, racial diversity would be achieved in the not too distant future. This implies planning for racially and economically diversified neighborhoods. It is also believed that private inner-city reinvestment provides an opportunity that favors the development of racially and economically integrated neighborhoods (HUD, 1979). Therefore, city governments, all things being equal, tend to encourage neighborhood revitalization because renovators have the capability of increasing the city's tax base and, more importantly, the rate at which they consume public services is comparatively much smaller than that of low-income minority households (Lee et al., 1985).
The economic rationale for the displacement hypothesis is keyed on the notion of increased demand for older housing units in the inner-city areas. Displacement being a consequence of neighborhood revitalization has intriguing policy implications. If displacement as a concept is voluntary, that is, if low-income minority residents decide to leave the inner-city neighborhoods of their own free volition to occupy good quality housing elsewhere in the city, then the city should adopt the following policies. It should provide more subsidy programs, adopt a mortgage loan disclosure regulation or ordinance, and adopt much stricter fair housing ordinances to ensure that every city resident shares in the American dream. On the other hand, if the displacement is involuntary, that is, if it is caused by gentrification, as is oftentimes the case, then the impacts of any policy on the residents or the neighborhoods become suspect. As a matter of fact, housing policies at all levels of government in the post-World War inner-city era have tended to favor the affluent through direct and indirect assistance, while direct assistance to the low-income residents or households has, at best, been only modest (Adams, 1987). According to Hartman (1983) the improvement in housing in the past by either the local, state or federal government was only undertaken when it reflected the interests of the private sector and when political and economic pressures have warranted the improvement.
For those actors like real estate developers, speculators, mortgage lenders, landlords, and homeowners in the private sector, such housing policies imply a booming business. Once a neighborhood has attained some level of confidence or respect, the arrival of renovators will have a considerable impact on that neighborhood's housing market. For example, the increased demand for older housing creates a sudden increase in homeownership, increase in home values, a reduction in vacancy rates, the eviction rate and rents increase, and multi-family rental units re converted to single-family occupancy. Such housing market changes may result to an increase in property taxes that may be too much of a financial burden for some homeowners, renters, and minority households that are likely to be displaced or evicted.

The demand for older and renovatable housing units in the inner-city has another policy implication. Now that the neighborhood has been revitalized or is undergoing revitalization, such services as the provision of recreational facilities, street lighting, sidewalk improvement, and public safety that declined with the neighborhood should be reactivated.

Also, from a policy standpoint, the demand for older and renovatable housing units in the inner-city implies that a much stricter and workable code enforcement policy deserves credit if proper maintenance and repairs are to be
sustained in the revitalized neighborhood in the long term. Landlords and homeowners often prompted by the increased demand for older housing units as well as the profit motive, have a tendency to undertake only minor or cosmetic repairs at the expense of major repairs that are far more important. A strict code enforcement ordinance by the city will address this problem.

On the whole a coordinated understanding of what is needed for reinvestment among decision-makers and the other actors in the housing market deserves credit. Otherwise, cities will continue to find ways and means of increasing property tax revenues, lending institutions will try to maximize their economic security and profits for their investment, and the rehabilitated property will continue to elude the vast majority of low- and moderate-income households.

In the opinion of the writer, the political and economic conditions in the city of Portland create a situation in which the housing wants and needs of the high-status households tend to be given much greater attention and political urgency than the housing needs of the low-income and minority city residents. Unless a broad-based policy that will cater for all the various interest groups in the housing market is in place, revitalization and its residential consequences will continue in the 1980s and beyond.
Suggestions for Future Research

The extent to which reverse filtering or gentrification has impacted the racial composition of the residents in the city of Portland—that is, black-to-white racial change—is an empirical question worthy of investigation.

The use of structural indicators such as the ones employed in this research may not be the best way to monitor neighborhood change. For example, the strong negative outcome of the race factor amid a reverse filtering trend in the study sample does not seem to lend support to the conventional racial hypothesis. Since blacks, in most instances, are the ones that are "priced out" in the gentrification process, this research suggests that a benefit-cost analysis deserves credit. This enables the researcher to find out the beneficiaries as well as the losers of various housing programs.

Another empirical challenge is the use of the homeownership variable keyed upon the assumption that an increase in the proportion of homeownership signals an incidence or the start of neighborhood revitalization. According to some housing market analysts the transaction of a property involves multiple sales of the same property within a short period of time. This implies that the initial purchases were not even made by the incumbent property owner (James, 1977). Therefore, an increase in homeownership may not be a
lead indicator of neighborhood revitalization because homeownership increases can only be determined after the occurrence of a substantial rate of speculation (De Giovanni, 1983). In light of this problem, this research suggests that a much more reliable indicator of neighborhood revitalization is the use of multiple property sales over a certain period of time as a proxy for speculation.

Furthermore, to make the monitoring of the structural impacts of neighborhood revitalization more effective, this research suggests that each structural indicator should be monitored at time intervals. This process can be complemented by frequent spot checks or field observations, such as the various types residents moving into and out of a specific neighborhood. Such a procedure would provide an invaluable insight into the changes that have occurred in that neighborhood in terms of its racial transition.
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